
 

THE Impact Rankings 2023 

SDG 1: No Poverty 

1.4.1: Local Start-up Assistance 

Mentorship Programmes: 

The Institute, M.Kumarasamy College of Engineering has Intellectual Property Rights 

Cell and Innovation Cell to support the innovators financially as well as by organizing 

mentorship programmes with the help of Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(MSME), Government of India. The experts from the MSME mentored the Inventor 

(Students, Faculty, Alumni and Local Community) and shortlisted 110 innovations in the 

year 2021 and applied for Incubation support in the “Scheme of Support for Entrepreneurial 

and Managerial Development of MSMEs through Incubators” as given as the evidence and 

two ideas of previous academic year got financial support for the further process. 

Proof of Evidence : View Document 

Training Workshops: 

The Institute, M.Kumarasamy College of Engineering have International Economic 

Development Council (IEDC), Entrepreneurship Cell and Institute Innovation Council(IIC) 

organize various training programmes to support the budding business oriented Students, 

Faculty ,Alumni and Local Community. The Evidence of the training programmes organized 

for the academic year 2020 - 2021 is attached. 

Proof of Evidence : View Document 

Institute Facilities: 

The Institute, M.Kumarasamy College of Engineering established a fully equipped 

Incubation Cell in the Campus premises. The Institute has policy to support Start-ups of any 

stakeholder and the local community on the request basis with prior approval from the Head 

of the Institution. The evidence of the Start-ups of eight in numbers shown in the indicator 

1.4.2. 
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1 INC22BTN011052 Balavigneshwar
Eswaran

TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11052)

2 INC22BTN010912 Nachiappan PL TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10912)

3 INC22BTN012240 HEMANTH.B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12240)

4 INC22BTN013829 SHALINI AS TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13829)

5 INC22BTN011676 DINESH KUMAR S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11676)

6 INC22BTN009618 Nila Dharshini S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9618)

7 INC22BTN008857 K.SWETHA TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8857)

8 INC22BTN013789 kaneeshkumar j TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13789)

9 INC22BTN013740 SRIRAM T TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13740)

10 INC22BTN013726 SAILESH CS TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13726)

11 INC22BTN009939 S. ARVINTH SAMY TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9939)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11052
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10912
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12240
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13829
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11676
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9618
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8857
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13789
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13740
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13726
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9939
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12 INC22BTN012097 M SARANKUMAR TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12097)

13 INC22BTN008459 GOKUL D TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8459)

14 INC22BTN010772 SONALI S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10772)

15 INC22BTN008015 ARUNKUMAR K TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8015)

16 INC22BTN011218 Banupriya V TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11218)

17 INC22BTN007875 Ramya K TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=7875)

18 INC22BTN009844 NIRMALKUMAR C TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9844)

19 INC22BTN010251 SANJAI S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10251)

20 INC22BTN010354 Praveen Kumar S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10354)

21 INC22BTN012469 SHANKARISREE S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12469)

22 INC22BTN006747 Bharathikannan S TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6747)

23 INC22BTN010640 Keerthi Vasan S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10640)

24 INC22BTN010540 KAVINKUMAR V N TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10540)

25 INC22BTN010514 Sruthi V G TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10514)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12097
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8459
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10772
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8015
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11218
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=7875
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9844
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10251
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10354
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12469
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6747
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10640
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10540
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10514
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26 INC22BTN008164 KEERTHANA K TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8164)

27 INC22BTN008662 Jegadeesan S TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8662)

28 INC22BTN011210 Hemanth TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11210)

29 INC22BTN009787 Banupriya V TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9787)

30 INC22BTN012592 Kayathri S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12592)

31 INC22BTN010555 Sreman Raja P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10555)

32 INC22BTN011050 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11050)

33 INC22BTN006851 ABHINITI G TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6851)

34 INC22BTN011173 BHARANI B I TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11173)

35 INC22BTN013752 ARUN KUMAR TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13752)

36 INC22BTN010423 Kamal Rajan B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10423)

37 INC22BTN009808 ABISHEK TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9808)

38 INC22BTN011866 BHAVADHARANI M TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11866)

39 INC22BTN010329 Raaj Ganesh.S.S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10329)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8164
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8662
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11210
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9787
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12592
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10555
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11050
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6851
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11173
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13752
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10423
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9808
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11866
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10329
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40 INC22BTN006144 param kumar B TAMIL
NADU

11/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6144)

41 INC22BTN011053 Ezhilvannan TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11053)

42 INC22BTN010097 karthik v TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10097)

43 INC22BTN007890 LATHIKA R TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=7890)

44 INC22BTN010890 Monisha B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10890)

45 INC22BTN011139 KARTHIKEYAN L TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11139)

46 INC22BTN009124 Revan P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9124)

47 INC22BTN011371 THARUN PV TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11371)

48 INC22BTN011136 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11136)

49 INC22BTN013815 DHANUSHMATHI S TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13815)

50 INC22BTN008474 GAYATHRI V R TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8474)

51 INC22BTN010618 Babu. R TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10618)

52 INC22BTN010134 Gowtham J K TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10134)

53 INC22BTN010530 KRISHNA MOORTHI
S

TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10530)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6144
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11053
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10097
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=7890
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10890
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11139
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9124
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11371
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11136
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13815
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8474
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10618
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10134
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10530
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54 INC22BTN007922 M DEEPIKA TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=7922)

55 INC22BTN012545 Thamizharasan P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12545)

56 INC22BTN012236 D.Seenivasan TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12236)

57 INC22BTN008423 JAGATHRATCHAKAN
S

TAMIL
NADU

13/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=8423)

58 INC22BTN011188 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11188)

59 INC22BTN010593 KAMALESH R TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10593)

60 INC22BTN010699 Haripriya M TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10699)

61 INC22BTN010158 Sudharsan K TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10158)

62 INC22BTN010258 SNEKA N TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10258)

63 INC22BTN011088 GOWTHAM M TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11088)

64 INC22BTN011772 NAVANEETHA
KRISHNAN P S

TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11772)

65 INC22BTN006846 Logith TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6846)

66 INC22BTN013810 P.S.Sangeeth Raj TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13810)

67 INC22BTN014649 M SARANKUMAR TAMIL
NADU

03/11/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=14649)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=7922
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12545
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12236
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=8423
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11188
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10593
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10699
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10158
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10258
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11088
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11772
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6846
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13810
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=14649
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68 INC22BTN010229 SRI DHARSHINII K R TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10229)

69 INC22BTN010819 SURYA S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10819)

70 INC22BTN012740 Karthikeyan K TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12740)

71 INC22BTN010378 PAVITHRA G TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10378)

72 INC22BTN010427 VIGNESH C TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10427)

73 INC22BTN011174 Balakumar M D TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11174)

74 INC22BTN011838 Sivaneshwaran S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11838)

75 INC22BTN006754 SRIVISHNU R TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6754)

76 INC22BTN006766 VISHNU M R TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6766)

77 INC22BTN010942 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10942)

78 INC22BTN010301 Mohan Kumar S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10301)

79 INC22BTN010896 RAJKUMAR A TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10896)

80 INC22BTN013149 KARTHICK B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13149)

81 INC22BTN011134 VIGNESH T TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11134)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10229
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10819
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12740
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10378
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10427
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11174
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11838
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6754
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6766
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10942
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10301
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10896
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13149
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11134
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82 INC22BTN010444 ABINAYA P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10444)

83 INC22BTN011251 Harikishore TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11251)

84 INC22BTN010928 SA RAGUL TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10928)

85 INC22BTN010860 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10860)

86 INC22BTN011077 Imran Farhath A TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11077)

87 INC22BTN006815 KARTHICK.P TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6815)

88 INC22BTN006761 LOGESH S TAMIL
NADU

12/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=6761)

89 INC22BTN010599 Ganesh kumar S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10599)

90 INC22BTN010731 Vinothkumar L TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10731)

91 INC22BTN011229 DHARANITHARAN K TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11229)

92 INC22BTN010923 JIDENDIRAN R TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10923)

93 INC22BTN011899 SOWNDHAR TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11899)

94 INC22BTN011059 Raghu Sastha PM TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11060)

95 INC22BTN014355 Hariharasudhan B N TAMIL
NADU

27/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=14355)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10444
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11251
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10928
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10860
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11077
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6815
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=6761
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10599
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10731
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11229
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10923
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11899
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11060
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=14355
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96 INC22BTN011209 Harisaikumar R TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11209)

97 INC22BTN009686 R RAJA GURU TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9686)

98 INC22BTN013722 Dharani.R TAMIL
NADU

15/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13722)

99 INC22BTN013233 Abisheck s TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13233)

100 INC22BTN010216 JEEVITHA K TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10216)

101 INC22BTN010848 MONIKA P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10848)

102 INC22BTN012663 BHARATH A TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12663)

103 INC22BTN010565 THIYANESHWAR
ASHOKA N

TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10565)

104 INC22BTN009497 VIJAYARAGHAVAN P TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=9497)

105 INC22BTN011255 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11255)

106 INC22BTN010585 TAMIL SELVAN M TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10585)

107 INC22BTN011069 jagannath S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=11069)

108 INC22BTN012729 THULASIDHARAN B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12729)

109 INC22BTN010728 MEIVEL S TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=10728)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11209
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9686
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13722
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=13233
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10216
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10848
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12663
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10565
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=9497
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11255
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10585
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=11069
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=12729
https://my.msme.gov.in/inc/HI/ViewSecondHackathonAppDetails.aspx?HAKID=10728
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110 INC22BTN013284 Vishwa B TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=13284)

111 INC22BTN012935 KANIYAMUDHAN Y TAMIL
NADU

14/10/2022 Hackathon
Idea
Submitted

Detail
(ViewSecondHackath
HAKID=12935)

S.No.
 Reference

No.


Name


State
 Submitted

Date


Status


View

Showing 1 to 111 of 111 entries
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011052

1. Name Balavigneshwar Eswaran

2. Email Id balavigneshwar2001@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9443042486

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Virtual theatre using VR

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Now a days peoples are not interested for going to the theatre for watching movies in that case of they
are using online gadgets like (Mobile phone, Tablets, Television, Laptop etc.,). So, it is proposing that
using AR/VR we can create virtual theatre to have the real theatre experience for the users.

9. Concept & Objective The people those who are watching movies in electronic gadgets they cannot experience like in theatre
for that we bring the solution in VR. With the help of our product while watching movies it will enhance
real theatre experience for the users.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This will be very useful for the person which they want to experience movie in theatre virtually.

11. Briefly provide the
market potential of
idea/innovation

Market Size :4 million Market growth rate 10 per year Profitability :Profitability Product and Consumer
type AR /VR application and Peoples( who are all watching movies in electronic gadgets).

12. Uploaded Proposal View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010912

1. Name Nachiappan PL

2. Email Id pl.nachiappan12345@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8489292646

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Hospital Utility Management

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The project is done with data Analytics. Here, the algorithm used is Random Forest Algorithm, Naive
Bayes algorithm, Logistic regression. Mostly Random Forest Algorithm because it produce an accurate
rate. Navie base Algorithm is used to build decision samples and takes their majority vote for
classification and average in case of regression.

9. Concept &
Objective

Analyzing the data and visually representing the requirements. The utility management plan addresses
the safe operations, maintenance and emergency response procedures for the healthcare. Utilities
include systems for medicines for various diseases. By, using machine learning algorithm keep on
moniter the necesscity of various Medicine requirements.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This method can be used in any healthcare centre. So, that the requirement of medicine Can be easily
identified. It can be use to find the needed materials for upcoming months. It is helpful in predicting the
requirements on the tretement medicines.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

With the increased awareness of productivity problems in healthcare operations, many researchers have
proposed the implementation of tools and methods developed in other fields to benefit healthcare
delivery. Accordingly, this project an exploratory work using a hypothetical example of a decision-making
methodology, the multi-attribute utility analysis, to healthcare

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012240

1. Name HEMANTH.B

2. Email Id 927621bad017@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 6382936924

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Drowning Protection System

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Human Cannot be able to surveillance or monitor 24/7 of water bodies like swimming pools. In other
electronic methods large area cannot be covered for surveillance. In computer vision method the large
amount of area is covered, and 24/7 surveillance can be done. Many children will saved from the loss of
life due to drown in water body’s.

9. Concept &
Objective

We are trying to the solve the problem by using AI Computer vision. Find the height of the person who
are going near the water body’s and taking the depth of the water body. Compare the height of the
person and depth of the water body. If the height of the person(child) is very much lesser then the depth
of the water body, provide an alert ? sound to the surrounding and rescuer in that place.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

It can apply in different place like Swimming pool in house to protect children form the high depth water.
It can save the lives of many persons who have risk of drown in water without knowing the depth and
water level of the place. It can be used in lakes and ponds to alert the people with low height compared
to depth. It can used in river and sea.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Private swimming pool, public lake, ponds, river, sea.It can apply in different place like Swimming pool in
house to protect children form the high depth water. It can save the lives of many persons who have risk
of drown in water without knowing the depth and water level of the place. It can be used in lakes and
ponds to alert the people with low height compared to depth. It can used in river and sea.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013829

1. Name SHALINI AS

2. Email Id shalinias2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8072404393

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SMART HELMET WITH EFFECTIVE ALCOHOL DETECTION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

WE INCLUDED THE ALCOHOL DETECTION SENSOR NEAR THE MOUTH WHICH DETECT THE
LEVEL OF ALCOHOL AND DRUNK LEVEL SHOULD BE IN ( LESS THAN LEVEL 25-500 PPM) .THE
PERSON CANT START THE BIKE WITHOUT WEARING HELMET AND IF THE PERSON IS THE
DRUNK.

9. Concept &
Objective

THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROJECT IS TO DESIGN AN INTELLIGENT SYSTEM WHICH WILL
PREVENT A DRUNK PERSON FROM DRIVING AND ALSO IDENTIFY ACCIDENT IF ANY. THIS
SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF PROVIDING SECURITY AND SAFETY TO THE BIKERS AGAINST ROAD
ACCIDENTS. THE CIRCUIT IS SO DESIGNED THAT THE BIKE WON’T START WITHOUT WEARING
HELMET AND IF THE RIDER IS DRUNK.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY MEDICAL INDUSTRY TRAFFIC RULES

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

IT CAN BE WIDELY USED IN TRAFFIC PURPOSE AND MEDICAL INDUSTRY.WHERE NOW THERE
ARE MANY ACCIDENTS. IT REDUCES THE MANPOWER AND ALSO DETECTS MINUTELY. IT IS
WIDELY USED BY POLICE OFFICERS AND ALSO SELLS IN A WIDER MANNER TO AVOID
ACCIDENT

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011676

1. Name DINESH KUMAR S

2. Email Id dineshs2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9345515501

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DISEASE PREDICTION SYSTEM

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed system uses a subset of 13 features for predicting cardiovascular disease and it uses a
subset of 8 features for diabetes.The prediction system has new significant features which hasn’t been
included in other products such as skin thickness,Number of Pregnencies which is particularly included
for women.For, cardiovascular disease ,The different types of chest pain is also included in the proposed
system.

9. Concept &
Objective

This project determines whether the person has heart disease and diabetes disease.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

HEALTH CARE

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

USD 3,800 million(Diabetes prediction) USD 231.7 billion(cardiovascular prediction)

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009618

1. Name Nila Dharshini S

2. Email Id niladharshini22@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9361483403

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Domestic Thermal Insulation with Coir Fibre Composite

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project you will fabricate a fiber reinforced plastic composite material by using coir Fibre as
reinforcement and plastic as the Matrix of composite material.

9. Concept &
Objective

The composite formed by using both waste materials, Coir Fibre and plastic need to be tested under
various loading conditions to determine the improved mechanical and thermal properties so that it could
be used as the thermal insulator at various places like roof tops. To perform a tensile test using an ATM
machine to find ultimate tensile strength, breaking strength, maximum elongation, and reduction in area.
From these measurements determine Youngs modulus, Poissons ratio, yield strength, and strain-
hardening characteristics.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Urban and Rural areas

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Increased based on the construction growth

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$fvDisplay$ctl00$lnklnkIdeaPlan','')
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008857

1. Name K.SWETHA

2. Email Id swethak2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9655443373

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DIGI FUEL DISPENSER

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The uniqueness is that the RFID framework administers the exact measure of fuel and helps to reduce
the abuse of the fuel. It additionally minimizes the labor work which intends there will be least number of
pump attendants to help users if they require any. If the client attempts to swipe with the unapproved
card, the RFID framework dismisses the card. In this way the system is safe and secured. Also, shares
the information including Account Balance, Bill, Location, Renewal Date and Time digitally to the user
within a minute as SMS and also the person can download their transaction statement in their RFID
login. The fuel station can be digitalized in this modern world.

9. Concept &
Objective

In some fuel stations, the user must go to the bill counter and have to pay the amount. After the payment,
they need to give the bill to the pump attendant, get verified, and then fill the fuel. While in other places,
the user should wait for the bill which will be verified and given by the pump attendant. The time required
is long here and there are needs for pump attendants in the fuel station. In this system, the fuel can be
filled automatically using RFID card which will be scanned by the RFID reader in the fuel station. Also,
with a minimum number of pump attendants fuel can be filled. The gasoline pump is equipped with an
RFID reader, which will read and check for the balance amount. Once the amount is entered the motor
will start, and the gasoline pump can be released and it can be inserted into the gasoline tank from the
fuel dispenser. After this process, it sends information including the balance amount, renewable date and
bill to the user’s mobile phone for their reference.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Man power is reduced because of automated self service which makes easier for the current world. This
system can be installed in busy merchandise areas, residential locations, and also the highways.
Robbery of fuel can be avoided because of the use of RFID system. Time consumption is reduced and
are highly reliable.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - USD 1.89 billion Market growth rate - 5.1 Profitability - USD 1.16 billion Product and
Consumer type - Public of all Categories

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013789

1. Name kaneeshkumar j

2. Email Id kaneeshkumar5045@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8608609732

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District THENI

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

signal based safety braking system

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

If the vehicle is coming fast the brake will not apply suddenly. It works by dependent of speed limit of the
vehicles .The speed control device is kept at a particular distance ,if the vehicle is enters that the limited
speed the brake system will not work when the vehicle is enters unlimitted speed the brake system starts
to work. If the vehicle is crossing the speed limit automatically the vehicles number will be captured by
camara and automatically fine amount wiil be credited to that particular vechile

9. Concept &
Objective

signal based safety braking system to control the traffic issue and control the accident

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

It is applicable for all four wheelers and also for heavy vehicles. It is attached to the break system of the
vehicle The sender circuit is attaches to the traffic signal in connectivity of red signals

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

All vehicles except two wheelers It is used for all four wheelers and heavy vehicles

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013740

1. Name SRIRAM T

2. Email Id tsriram722@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7826941531

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

HYBRID CEILING FAN

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Hybrid ceiling fan this project is aimed to developing an two way ceiling fan. It is used to both ceiling fan
and act as generator so it is called as two way ceiling fan also. It produced minimum amount of electricity
thus electricity is used to blow of LED lights and the electricity is stored in the battery and also run the
DC ceiling fan also. The project gap analysis is to modified the DC ceiling fan into generator to attached
the extra coil winding on the upper part and the powerful weightless magnet is fit in fan pipe so the
weightless magnet not act on the ceiling fan but in case minimum amount of load is act on the ceiling fan
due to the extra coil winding but it compromise the power of weightless magnet. In this case the
stationary part is coil and rotary part is weightless magnet. The output current is AC to DC converter is
DC circuit board is fixed on the same stationary coil winding assembly. Then DC current is stored in
battery and that power is used to again run the DC fan and also used to blow the LED light.

9. Concept &
Objective

Hybrid ceiling fan is the field of the electrical home appliances invention. This invention is used to reduce
the power consumption.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

It is used to the home applications

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

by using the simply setup of DC ceiling in the upper part. Now a The main aim of our Hybrid ceiling fan is
to save our price less electricity day our non-renewable resource are like coal, petroleum, methane etc
this resource are reduced rapid fire so the cost of electric bill also increase like rapid fire. Our thing is to
reduced the power consumption by this innovation as much possible to save the electricity if this
innovation get atleast minimum 5 or 10 of efficiency mean also benefit for our society. The high and
richest people not worry about the gain of minimum amount of power but is very useful for the average
people and middle class and below middle class people are benefit of our innovation. Because it is cost
also very cheap but it give the power over the given money. In this innovation the fan is run in high speed
that is 5th button is on means it given the power is full flow to the LED lights or battery. Then it is useful
for when the power is cutoff means stored current is use to regain the DC ceiling fan. The capacity of
battery is increase the speed is your wise

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download

MSME IDEA HACKATHON 2.0 (Theme Based)
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013726

1. Name SAILESH CS

2. Email Id sailesh18082003@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383956807

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

RANGE FINDIND DETECTOR (AUTOMOBILE APPLICATION)

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

We can see lot of accidents, while vehicle overtake the another vehicle Then opposite vehicle coming at
the same direction without knowing the Speed and the distance without knowing. From this we can give
a solution Of small microtroller kit to detected the vehicle speed and distance as shown In the display,
once the sensor detect and display it the driver will allot Themselve wheather they can over take the
vehicle or not so these uniqueness Of the project we provide it and avoid the accident these can use in
the all Automation applications.

9. Concept &
Objective

This project is invented to measure the exact distance of the vehicle which is running infront of us as well
as running behind us and the either side of the vehicle while driving our vehicle. In this invention a
ultrasonic sensor will be fixed in our vehicle and that sensor will help to transmit the signal from sender to
receiver from one vehicle to the other when the signal is received it will again transmit to the sender
when the signal is received by the sender it will be converted into digital and that will be displayed on the
display panel. When the distance between two vehicles is above 10 meter in the display it will show the
vehicle’s are maintaining safe distance between them if the distance between the vehicles are below 10
meter it will display the vehicles are in danger. By these process we can maintain safer distance between
vehicles while travelling and also we can avoid accidents while driving the vehicle.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Development of the project is range finding from one vehicle to another vehicle while the Vehicle
overtaking we can use these kind of microcontroller processor

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

It is mainly used in the Automobile applications industries To determine the distance of any object from
front or behind the vehicle To design the circuit than can convert signal to digital display To develop
software and hardware for distance for detector system We can find the one vehicle to another vehicle of
range and the distance The sensor send off the signal in our vehicle to another vehicle and sensor
measure the distance how long the signal travel and return to our detector shown the distance and speed
in the display information received to the driver Aims at identify which locating vehicle by digital display
From this innovation we avoid maximum of road accident during overtaking

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009939

1. Name S. ARVINTH SAMY

2. Email Id arvinthsamy23@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9443088347

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Electric vehicle with High efficiency MPPT based PV system using DC-DC converter topology

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Many fixed configuration method for arranging the modules so to enhance the PV power generation
under partials shaded conditions. To track the MPPT algorithm we implemented PO algorithm
implemented for track the maximum power form system. An electrical reconfiguration scheme is
proposed in which the reconfiguration strategy is based on a controllable matri x of switches configuring
the PV modules in a single string of parallel connected rows connected to the load

9. Concept &
Objective

Our main objective is to analysis the maximum power in the system to track the maximum power form
the system. The aim of the system is to design photovoltaic system for desktop application. In
photovoltaic system we designed the fuzzy based MPPT algorithm implemented here tracking maximum
power for supply DC power to Ev

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Automobile industry are now turning into Electric Vehicles since petrol scarcity in the upcoming years and
due to the excess emission of harmfull gases from the engine vehicles (Banned BS3 engines). Every
automobile industry are eager in manufacturing new Electric vehicles, but none of the companies are
eager in converting the old engines vehicles into EVs. So that, we are now introducing this retrofitting
idea into consideration

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size: Sourthern India Market growth:rate High (according to the indiansubsidary to electric
vehicles manufactures) Profitability :GOOD Product and Consumer type :Retrofitted EVs and Automobile
Consumers

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012097

1. Name M SARANKUMAR

2. Email Id sarankumarp480@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8680021099

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Integrated e-Service for Plumbing, Electrical, Carpentry works

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This mobile application is unique in the way that it can connect people with the recognized skilled
technical people. This application can save peoples time by making it easy to find the technicians as per
the requirement. This application can help the technicians to find job easily as it specifies the proper
location. It will give the technicians a proper schedule to follow up. This application creates a netwok
between the common people and various specialists around the cities. The customers can pay for the
service in the application itself and the workers are paid directly by platform, the amount is credited to
their bank account.

9. Concept &
Objective

The above problem can be solved by connecting the common people and the technicians through a
common platform. Through our mobile application the people can find the nearby/ skilled technicians as
per their requirement easily. The platform will be user friendly to common people so that every one can
use this application easily.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This application will be very helpful for customers to solve the problems in their premises quickly and
efficiently with the skilled persons. The network can be extended for the stores in which we can purchase
the raw materials in a fair price so that we can save money. This application can be used for industries
as well as for houses, So both unemployment will be reduced and day to day technical problems will be
solved. By this application the technicians can receive the payment instantly.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size Initially planned for two nearby districts. We are planning to develop all over India in future.
Market growth rate 50 percentage per year Profitability 20 percentage Product and Consumer type
Software/ unemployed technical people and house and Industrial people

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008459

1. Name GOKUL D

2. Email Id gokuld2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9025939566

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AJNA- An AI based Smart reader for Divyangjan

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In AJNA, there is a supporting mobile application to store the mp3 documents which they had been
perused beforehand. In addition, there is a voice colleague to get to the elements of the application.

9. Concept &
Objective

The AJNA device has been executing particularly for outwardly hindered across India to perceive the
messaged record in their regular routine climate in live message recognition way. AJNA had been
carrying out which can create sound in a few dialects and utilizing discourse acknowledgment the
visually impaired individuals can access and control every one of the elements of utilization utilizing a
voice colleague.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In India, nearly 70 million vision disabled people are living, into that a large portion of individuals cannot
offers the smart reading gadget. AJNA makes that simple to offer, so AJNAs market potential region is
quite high.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Despite the fact that the world has fostered a ton, there is less improvement in the area of innovation that
assists blind individuals with perusing live text. Written transcript is an appearing form of information that
is unapproachable by a lot of sightless and visually impaired except it is symbolized in a non-visual form
like Braille. Blind individuals cannot necessarily rely upon typical individuals to detect their environmental
text, and it is likewise impractical for the presence of an individual to assist with blinding individuals.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010772

1. Name SONALI S

2. Email Id vasanthisonali@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6382123100

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AR Museum

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Augumented Reality is a blend of physical and digital worlds, unlocking the links between human,
computer, and environment interaction. AR Museum provides with a benefit of inculcating the virtual
objects and environment into our world and make us to experience the presence of museum without any
external tools except for a hardware. It also enables interactivity and navigation through the museum.

9. Concept &
Objective

Our solution is based on Augumented Reality through which we could make each and every one
experience and knew about the history and culture behind those arts that are displayed in AR Museum.
By this AR application users of any age could easily visit the Museum from their place. Thus helping
many students, researchers and travellers to save their time and money.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This AR museum is used majorly by travellers and tourists who would like to know about the museum
they are planned to visit And also for physically disabled persons who could experience the feel of
visiting the Museum from their current location.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 1 million Market growth rate - 10 percent per year Profitability - 30 percent profit Product
and Consumer type - AR Museum and Tourists

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008015

1. Name ARUNKUMAR K

2. Email Id arunkathir1818@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9597955147

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Plant Diagnosis Flask

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

We all know that climatic conditions and soil fertility varies from place to place and also it is not possible
to use the same fertilizer for every plant of different locations. If it is used, then the result will not be the
best one. So, we are considering the climatic conditions for suggesting suitable fertilizers to improve the
plant yield.

9. Concept &
Objective

In the field of Agriculture, the major issue faced by the farmers is Plant disease and it has a higher
impact on the agricultural yield. To overcome this, each farmer has to know about the fertilizers and
insect repellents, which is not possible in case of large scale.To overcome the difficulties faced by the
farmers due to plant diseases, we have implemented a disease management system that is build using
Deep Learning Techniques. Our model predicts the exact plant disease and suggests the fertilizers that
has to be used by the farmers to overcome the disease and to improve the agricultural yield.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our product is not only for the large-scale agriculture production industry, but also this can be used by
any local farmers who were new to the field of agriculture because plant disease management is most
important to get a better yield. Our project suggests the better fertilizer quantity based on the effect of
disease in the plant leaf.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 3 million people(farmers) Market growth rate - 2-3 Percentage Profitability - 30 Lakhs
Product and Consumer type - Farming Applications and Farmers

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011218

1. Name Banupriya V

2. Email Id banucs03@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9942412064

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DIABETES PREDICTION MODEL FOR EARLY DETECTION OF DIABETES IN YOUNG WOMEN

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Healthcare professionals utilize the social network to treat their patients effectively. To achieve this, an
effective framework is needed which is capable of handling large amount of structured, unstructured and
live streaming data about the patients from their social network activities. Diabetics Prediction Model
using Deep learning can be developed to predict about the health condition by analyzing patient’s life
style, physical health factors, mental health factors and their social network activities. On training the
model with the age of women and diabetes condition helps to predict the chances of getting diabetes for
new women patients without detailed diagnosis.

9. Concept &
Objective

In today’s digital world people are prone to many health issues due to the sedentary lifestyle. The cost of
medical treatments also keeps on increasing. An effective health care system is the one providing better
personalized treatments with minimized cost. Medical expert systems are a branch of artificial
intelligence that applies reasoning methods and domain specific knowledge to suggest recommendations
like human experts. To enable reliable and fast decision making process, medical expert knowledge
needs to be stored as a knowledge based system(KBS). KBS alone is not sufficient to suggest reliable
recommendations due to the limitations in updating expert rules based on the population studies and
limited personalization. In order to provide a effective solution, a deep learning based Diabetics
prediction model (DPM) is designed for prediction of diabetics in women and recommendation of
treatment

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Medical Field , Ministry of Health And Family Welfare , Healthcare Department.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 1,00,000 Market growth rate : 20 Percent Profitability : 80 Percent Product and Consumer
type : Online Customers

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN007875

1. Name Ramya K

2. Email Id ramyakathiravan2003@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9159374564

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District PERAMBALUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

CREATION OF VIRTUAL PAINT APPLICATION FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The existing system works with your fingers only, and there are no highlighters, paints, or relatives.
Identifying and characterizing an object such as a finger from an RGB image without a depth sensor is a
great challenge.The uniqueness behind the innovation is to create a canvas and pick the colours
required using our hand and draw the required design or write anything you wish.The assignment takes
gain of this shortcoming and makes a specialty of developing a motion to text converter able to serving
as software for clever wearables to document from the air.

9. Concept &
Objective

Drawing or Sketching using hand is everyone’s wish. Some or the other time we imagine writing in air
using our hand. So, here came the project from this concept where we create a canvas and pick the
colours required using our hand and draw the required design or write anything you wish. Gestures are
non-verbal information used to improve computer language understanding. Human gestures are
perceived via sight, and computer vision is used to research different gestures. The assignment takes
gain of this shortcoming and makes a specialty of developing a motion to text converter able to serving
as software for clever wearables to document from the air.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

A drawbacks are lot of paper is wasted writing, drawing, etc.. The production of A4 paper requires an
average of about 5 liters of water. 93 of sources are from trees, 50 of commercial waste is paper, 25 of
landfills are paper, and the list goes on. Wasted paper damages the environment through the use of
water and trees and generates tons of waste. So our solution is thatair writing can solve these problems
quickly. It will serve as a communication tool for the deaf. One can write on-air quickly and keep working
without too many distractions.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The virtual paint software comes with various options to meet your industry specific needs and we can
customize parts,paints,coatings and more.It is used in the industry like automotive and manufacturing. It
works with schools and colleges alike to increase awareness of the spray painting trade as a career.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009844

1. Name NIRMALKUMAR C

2. Email Id nirmalkumarc333@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9994601336

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Blood Glucose and Cholestrol Detection using Non-Invasive Technique

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed glucometer uses a machine learning based regression analysis for predicting the
concentrations of glucose and cholesterol from the real time absorption pattern of the Near Infra-Red
signal. Glucose and cholesterol has their unique NIR absorption pattern and thus two different NIR
sources are used in the device say 940nm for glucose and 1200nm for detecting cholesterol. And a
photodiode is capable of detecting the variationin light intensity. The sensed signals are time division
multiplexed and sent to processor for pre-processing followed by a correlation analysis for the accurate
prediction of Glucose and Cholestrol concentrations in blood. The effectiveness of the prediction is totally
dependent on the correlation analysis and which is again data dependent. Hence an effective correlation
function is found by determining the correlation between the voltages generated by photo-detector for
different In-vitro test solutions. Uniqueness: Easy to use so that even unskilled consumer can use our
device. It is cost effective, reliable, consumes less power and easily available for use. In addition,
Accurate– Intelligent machine that learns and predicts from data being collected based on results from
voltages generated by In-vitro solutions. Non-invasive – Though there are some non-invasive products
available in market this glucometer will be accurate due to is Embedded Intelligence. Portability

9. Concept &
Objective

Sugar is sweet but for a diabetic it costs their Life”. As we all know diabetes is a metabolic disorder that
results in abnormal and sometimes uncontrollable blood glucose levels. As per WHO it is a chronic
disease that accounts for about 11.3 of global mortality rate. The main reason for this disorder is the
lifestyle changes that resulted in unhealthy diet. The only solution for well-being is earlydiagnosis and
regular monitoring of glucose levels. WHO says that “Diabetes is a major cause of blindness, kidney
failure, heart attacks, stroke and lower limb amputation”. This in turn pushes a diabetic patient to
maintain a healthy blood pressure and cholesterol to minimize Cardio-Vascular risks. Maintaining
requires regular monitoring which necessitates availability and accessibility of glucose, blood pressure,
cholesterol testing and diagnosing instruments. Diagnosing blood samples are invasive and so painful. A
diabetic needs regular monitoring and hence it becomes irritating for them pricking theirfingers so often.
Hence an effective Non-invasive instrument is a dream project for decades. Aritficial Intelligence and
Machine learning techniques have the capability to bring a dream to reality. Thus real time blood Glucose
and Cholestrol measurement can be effectively carried out non-invasively by applying machine learning
based prediction algorithms.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This device can be used under two different scenerios 1) Stand-alone hand held device capable of
storing upto 10 recent records. 2) Continuous monitoring device In the case of continuos monitoring and
diagnosis a cloud server is updated and results can be sent to linked mobile device at regular intervals.
Such a facility is very helpful in rural areas devoid of immediate medical facilities where a first aid
medicine is feasible if a message is received. As an extension this product can be impeded in a wearable
device for continuos patient monitoring even when the patient is moving. This product can also be
enhanced by integrating the device with Medicine suggestions or any Tele-Medicine system.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size As per Fortune Business Insights September 2022, the Global blood glucose monitoring
system (CGMS) market size was valued at USD 14.78 billion in 2021 and is projected grow from USD
15.94 billion in 2022 to USD 31.34 billion in 2029. As per TechSCI Research August 2020, India glucose
monitoring devices market was valued at USD 209 million in the FY 2020 Market growth rate As per
TechSCI Research August 2020, the Global as well as Indian market will grow at a CAGR of 10.1 until
2026 Profitability The profit of the product will be 20 after all expenses. Product and Consumer type
Product : Intelligent Non invasive Glucose and Cholestrol meter. Consumer Type : Diabetic Patients.
Usage does not require any intelligence and hence can be handled by unskilled consumers too. Remote
monitoring is possible so best suitable for rural health monitoring and old age homes.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010251

1. Name SANJAI S

2. Email Id sanjaisiva10@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9003889427

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Solar Powered Smart Switching Multilevel Inverter

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

However, the increase in the switching frequency is associated with a tremendous increase in the
switching losses. One of the useful strategies is to combine two different frequencies for the operation of
the two different bridges associated with the inverter. This helps in the intensification of output power.

9. Concept &
Objective

In recent days, power electronics technology is becoming more popular and also emerging as a practical
solution to many issues. In order to be competitive in the power electronics industry, manufacturers have
improved the converters performance, size, and cost, by using high-frequency modulation techniques.
These techniques are useful in controlling the switching devices in inverters to generate a chain of
positive and negative pulses in the output to produce desired sinusoidal voltage wave. The multilevel
inverter acquires several advantages that include reduced switching stress, low harmonics and reduced
current ripple. The harmonics of the inverter output voltage can be reduced by increasing the switching
frequency using carrier-based modulation techniques. However, the increase in the switching frequency
is associated with a tremendous increase in the switching losses. One of the useful strategies is to
combine two different frequencies for the operation of the two different bridges associated with the
inverter. This helps in the intensification of output power. This work focuses on a PV based smart
switching multilevel inverter which receives the input DC power from a novel Quadratic boost converter.
The complete converter unit is connected to the grid for voltage enhancement. It is a combination of an
H-bridge configuration along with a symmetrical circuit made up of semiconductor switches with anti-
parallel diodes. The neoteric approach can be used for Plug-in Electric

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This kind of inverters can be used in solar based vehicles/devices for integration with the grid. It can also
be used in industrial sectors.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 100 ( Institutions and Industries) Market growth rate : 40 PERCENT Profitability : 30
PERCENT Product and Consumer type Product: Solar Power Inverter Consumer Type: Institutions,
Industries, Domestic applications

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010354

1. Name Praveen Kumar S

2. Email Id pk740879@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9080125079

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Virtual College Brochure Using Augmented Reality

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The uniqueness is the bringing the reality to the real world from this project. Compared to the normal
brochure, our project is developed based on the emerging technology which is Augmented Reality and
Virtual Reality. Our main goal is to attract the user to register into the events based on the brochure
description. In our project, the two options are available namely with brochure and without brochure.
Without brochure contains the main feature of the emerging technology under the Augmented Reality
and Virtual reality which is Mixed Reality. Mixed Reality is combination of the AR VR. The user can
experience the Mixed Reality. Our target of the client are schools, colleges and companies. Our
customer are people based on the client requirements.

9. Concept &
Objective

Our project is developed based on Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality. By opening the application it
shows two options one with brochure and another without brochure, With brochure contains the virtual
object like video, button, hyperlink, etc. and without brochure contains the mixture reality feature. The
project output will be mobile application because now a days mobile phone is the common usage among
the people so that they can easily able to access the information.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This AR Project helps in field of College Admission, for Students and College Management. It helps the
people and students to gather the information about college, placements, laboratory, etc., The project will
be helpful to make an application to explore the details about the college.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 1 million Market growth rate - 10 percentage Profitability - 25 Product and Consumer type -
AR/VR Application and People

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012469

1. Name SHANKARISREE S

2. Email Id sreesj2504@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9361587480

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DIGI KISAN CARD - THE PESTICIDE BANK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Pesticide use has an impact on human health. The health of people is impacted when farmers use
excessive amounts of pesticides. We employ a method of pesticide bank management to prevent this.
Kisan cards are used in conjunction with this system. We keep the farmers land information on a kisan
card. When we have enough, this card is used to store insecticides and other things for crops. When we
purchase certain pesticides or other items for crops, they are kept on this card. Because the kisan card
stores the data of the soil, the farmer only carried a small number of pesticides. Therefore, the farmer
selling crops with the use of this card is aware of every detail regarding the quantity of pesticides used.
Therefore, this card has control over the use of pesticides.

9. Concept &
Objective

The proposed approach makes use of the kisan card as a reference along with the pesticide bank
management system. The planting system will be managed by the turf account. Utilizing the Kisan Card
will allow you to regulate the use of pesticides. A project that manages a customers pesticide
applications in a banking setting needs to be established in order to meet the needs of the end user of
pesticide banking by offering a variety of ways to execute pesticide banking chores. The proposed
project was established in the agricultural bank.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Nowadays, the use of pesticides has an impact on human health. Human health is impacted by
excessive pesticide use, which can cause rashes and stringy eyes. The use of pesticides on crops has
the ability to negatively impact the environment. Here is a solution that uses a kisan card to replace a
pesticide bank management system. The Digi Kisan card stores the quantity of pesticides that growers
bring for the crops. With the help of this card, a project that manages a customers pesticide applications
in a banking context must be established in order to meet the needs of the end user of pesticide banking
by offering a variety of ways to execute pesticide banking chores. Pesticide use will be decreased.
Therefore, it has no impact on peoples health.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The management system for pesticide banks is created using digital technologies. The system seeks to
interactively arrange the information. The interactive system deals with the system interface with the
administration and users, while the content management system covers data entry, validation,
confirmation, and updating. Therefore, the aforementioned aspects of this project will boost system
efficiency by saving customers time and health. The management system for pesticide banks is created
using digital technologies.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006747

1. Name Bharathikannan S

2. Email Id bharathiabi29@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8940976382

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District TIRUCHIRAPALLI

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Geo tracking device

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of
the innovation

To save a women children we come with a project called “Geo-tracking watch ”. This watch will
send the current location automatically to the parents local station. This device gives hope to the
parents and as well as to maintain social balancing.

9. Concept & Objective To save a women children we come with a project called “Geo-tracking watch ”. This watch will
send the current location automatically to the parents local station. This device gives hope to the
parents and as well as to maintain social balancing.

10. Specify the potential
areas of application in
industry/market in brief

To save a women children we come with a project called “Geo-tracking watch ”. This watch will
send the current location automatically to the parents local station. This device gives hope to the
parents and as well as to maintain social balancing.

11. Briefly provide the
market potential of
idea/innovation

To save a women children we come with a project called “Geo-tracking watch ”. This watch will
send the current location automatically to the parents local station. This device gives hope to the
parents and as well as to maintain social balancing.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010640

1. Name Keerthi Vasan S

2. Email Id 927621mba026@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 7502897771

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Fabrication of wood conveyor for separating metal using electromagnet in paper industries

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

We convert it into an automatic process to separate the metals for the conveyor. To reduce the man
power and also to save the time.

9. Concept &
Objective

We convert it into an automatic process to separate the metals for the conveyor. To reduce the man
power and also to save the time.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The main contribution of this project is about adding electromagnet in wood conveyor to remove metals
from the conveyor. Our project is making a prototype working model of wood conveyor and adding the
electromagnet on it and this project is done for paper industries in Pulp forming process. The
electromagnet is used to attract metal which are moving in conveyor. In the TNPL conveyor, there is
metal detecting sensor. Which stop the conveyor while the metal pass through the sensor and a man
should remove it.We convert it into an automatic process to separate the metals for the conveyor.To
reduce the man power and also to save the time. With the help of arudino, metal detecting sensor and
electromagnet. We build the metal detecting sensor with the electromagnet and connected to the arudino
board to get the good power efficiency. We made the working prototype model of conveyor and we
placed Electromagnet and metal detecting sensor on the top of the conveyor when the conveyor moves
the metal it will attract automatically.These are process and working involved in our project.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

We convert it into an automatic process to separate the metals for the conveyor. To reduce the man
power and also to save the time.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010540

1. Name KAVINKUMAR V N

2. Email Id kavinkumar2k15@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7010715483

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Accessing Blood Centre Using RSA Algorithm with Cloud Computing.

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This system is used to store data over a centralized server which consists of database where the
individual’s information cannot be accessed by a third party.

9. Concept &
Objective

This is a web application allows you to access the information about the blood details, it is readily
scalable and adaptable to meet the complex need of Blood bank, our application interconnects all the
blood banks, hospitals, donors into a single network, validation, store various data and information of
blood of each individual.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The potential areas of application are health care sectors such as hospitals, blood donation camps and
research laboratories.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As per an article published on Annals of Blood in 2020, the ongoing pandemic situation has seriously
affected one significant area of healthcare delivery, i.e., the availability of an adequate quantity of safe
and quality blood in blood centres. The majority of the blood comes from voluntary non-remunerated
blood donors. All the educational institutions, industries, social organizations
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Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010514

1. Name Sruthi V G

2. Email Id sruthivpp007@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6382659890

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Virtual mouse using hand gesture

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Machine learning is one of the immersive technology were used in virtual mouse. It helps in COVID- 19
situation, it is not safe to use the devices by touching them because it may result in a possible situation
of spread of the virus by touching the devices, so the proposed virtual mouse can be used to overcome
these problems since hand gesture and hand Tip detection is used to control the PC mouse functions by
using a webcam or a built-in camera. Our project we could make use of the laptop or web-cam and by
recognizing the hand gesture we could control mouse and perform basic operations.

9. Concept &
Objective

This is done using vision based hand gesture recognition with inputs from a webcam. Web camera to
communicate with the device in a more user-friendly way, as an alternative to using a touch screen. The
web camera captures and then processes the frames that have been captured and then recognizes the
various hand gestures and hand tip gestures and then performs the particular mouse function. Python
programming language is used for developing the virtual mouse system, and also, OpenCV which is the
library for computer vision is used in the virtual mouse system.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Reduce hardware cost by eliminating use of mouse. Convenient for users not comfortable with touch
pad. The framework may be used in medical fields ,Industrial sector, Education fields, games and other
applications dependent on the controlled through user defined gestures.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size -1 Million Market growth rate - 10 percent per Year Profitability -25 profit Product and
Consumer type-Virtual mouse and people
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008164

1. Name KEERTHANA K

2. Email Id keerthana912krr@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9344619859

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Digitalized certificate authentication

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In Our project the candidate have to submit the certificates and the certificates will be verified by the
corresponding admin using “Block Chain” hash value and if it is valid the certificate will be stored in the
candidate corresponding page and it can be viewed by the third party and incase of invalid certificate it
will be discarded. certification helps you learn the deep understanding of the technology along with
working on real-life use-cases being implemented in the industries.

9. Concept &
Objective

In order to reduce or overcome that problem we are here with our project “DIGITALIZED CERTIFICATE
AUTHENTICATION” which in terms in our project the corresponding admin will verify the certificate and
provides a particular Hash value for the projects and it can be used as a reference for our valid
certificate. Blockchain certification helps you learn the deep understanding of the technology along with
working on real-life use-cases being implemented in the industries.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Nowadays In a technical world everything need a proof and when it comes for education that is a
certificate In todays scenario there is a high possibility of creating a duplicate certificate and using it in a
wrong way. Blockchain certification helps you learn the deep understanding of the technology along with
working on real-life use-cases being implemented in the industries.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Our project can be used in Educational fields, and various other fields wherever the certificates are
needed and should be validated we use our project and store them. A certificate authority (CA) is a
trusted entity that issues Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates. These digital certificates are data files
used to cryptographically link an entity with a public key. Web browsers use them to authenticate content
sent from web servers, ensuring trust in content delivered online.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008662

1. Name Jegadeesan S

2. Email Id jegadeesans.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 8838275217

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart guide to cultivate the right plants in right place for young farmers

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed system or handy device will consider all the essential parameters required for the plant
growth such as water, sunlight, fertilizer, soil type, and location of the landscape to recommend the right
plant to earn more profit with less maintenance cost. The proposed system or handy device maintain the
database of essential parameters required for the plant growth and compare the availability of the same
in the particular landscape to recommend the right plant. The proposed system or handy device can
predict the availability of water and sunlight by considering the season and location of landscape. Also, it
measures the availability of fertilizer and soil type of the landscape.

9. Concept &
Objective

Agriculture can seem difficult, plants get too much sun or too little. They get too much water or too little.
They get besieged by bugs or disease. A plant can sometimes be too big or too small for the spot it is
occupying. In short, a lot of things can happen to challenge your plants, but you can make agriculture a
lot easier by simply choosing the right plant for the farmers lanscape. This is often referred to as right
plant, right place. Our project will consider the following for recommending the right plant. Land location
Availability of water – based on the season Availability of sunlight – based on the season Exposure to
wind and temperature extremes Availability of fertilizer and soil type The existing system or device can
measure only the fertilizer availability and soil type. They cannot predict the the availability of water and
sunlight by considering the season and location of landscape. Further, it consumes more the cost and
time for measuring the fertilizer availability and soil type. But the proposed system or handy device
maintain the database of essential parameters required for the plant growth and compare the availability
of the same in the particular landscape to recommend the right plant. The proposed system or handy
device can predict the availability of water and sunlight by considering the season and location of
landscape. Also, it measures the availability of fertilizer and soil type of the landscape.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our proposed system or device can be used by all farmers available in the country. It will help the
farmers to choose the right plant for their landscape to get more profit with less maintenance. To make
agriculture a lot easier by simply choosing the right plant for their landscape.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size: The last Agriculture Census for 2015-16 placed the total “operational holdings” in India at
146.45 million. The Pradhan Mantri-Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-Kisan) scheme has 110.94 million
beneficiaries. National Statistical Office’s Situation Assessment of Agricultural Households (SAAH) report
for 2018-19 pegs the country’s “agricultural households” at 93.09 million. Based on the source, in
Tamilnadu, around 60000 households are farming dependent and 2.32 of people are regular farmers.
Our proposed system or handy device is helpful for the farmers to choose the right plant for their
landscape to get more profit with less maintenance cost. Initially we focused to market our proposed
system in Tamil Nadu (2.32 of regular farmers – 1.57 million people). Market growth rate: The agriculture
sector is one of the most important industries in the Indian economy, which means it is also a huge
employer. Approximately 60 percent of the Indian population works in the industry, contributing about 18
percent to Indias GDP. Profitability: No. of farmer guide device expected to be manufactured in 12
months: 250 units. Total Investment: 14,50,000/-. Manufacturing single unit: 5800/-. Rate of single unit:
6500/-. Total sales: 16,25,000/- (6500x250). Profit: 16,25,000 – 14,50,000 : 1,75,000/-. Net Profit: 12.0.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011210

1. Name Hemanth

2. Email Id 927621bal017@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9047568645

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-Festival

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

FACE EXTRACTOR FROM A IMAGE OR DOCUMENT USING AI TECHNOLOGY

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The uniqueness of this software is that the face may clearly detect in any critical circumstances without
any noisy background. We use Artificial Intelligence to detect the exact photo from the document where
deep learning methods are veryaccurate in prediction so the possibility of false negative is very
less.Since the personal data verification plays major role in authenticating a person, the proposed
solution will accomplish this task.

9. Concept &
Objective

To overcome the problem in manual detection of face, we have proposed software for face extraction
from a document, which can be used for verification of other details of that person by automatically
extracting the details from the scanned documents and match the details to verify the same.Usally the
photo in the ID proof like aadhar card,pan card,Smartcard,Voter card are very difficult to recognize the
images in the documents like above.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

• In the RTO office • In the VAO office • In the Employment Office • In the sectors of MNC • In the Banking
sectors

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 400 Crore Market growth rate : CAGR of 16 from 2021 to 2028 Profitability : 1200 Crore
Product and Consumer type : Software with legal license Government Offices and MNC’s
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009787

1. Name Banupriya V

2. Email Id banucs03@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9942412064

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Bin Management using using IoT

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The novelty/uniqueness of the innovation includes: 1. A sensor node is installed in each Smartbin. It
detects the fullness of the basket and reports the readings and status of the sensors using a GSM
modem. 2. A gas sensor node is installed in each Smart bin. 3. The gas sensor will detect hazardous
gases in the dustbin due to chemical waste and biological waste. 4. The ultrasonic sensor used the
fullness of the smartbin. 5. The Ethernet shield will be used to update the status of the bin, whether it is
full or not, over the Internet. 6. A buzzer to warn of abnormal activity from the Smart Bin.

9. Concept &
Objective

This research paper aims to implement an automatic garbage warning system using ultrasonic sensor,
gas sensors, Arduino Uno, buzzer and Wi-Fi module. This system ensures quick cleaning of the bins
when the level of waste reaches a maximum and also in case of detection of dangerous gas. It will be
powered using a piezoelectric device. If the dustbin is not cleaned within a certain time, a record is sent
to the Sweeper or a superior authority who can take appropriate action against the concerned contractor.
This system also helps track false reports and can thus reduce corruption throughout the governance
system. This reduces the total number of vehicle trips for waste collection and thus reduces the total
expenses associated with waste collection. Last but not least, it helps maintain cleanliness and safety in
society. Therefore, the system of automatic notification of garbage filling makes garbage collection more
efficient. The main objectives of this proposed system are as follows: • Monitoring of waste management.
• Providing smart technology for the waste system. • Avoiding human intervention. • Detection of
dangerous gases from the waste bin • Reduction of human time and effort. • The result is a healthy and
waste-free environment. This work falls under the Internet of Things category.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Waste management is one of the most important problems facing the world, regardless of whether it is a
developed or a developing country. A key problem with waste management is that bins in public places
are well overfilled before the subsequent clean-up begins. This, on the other hand, leads to more than a
few risks, such as a terrible smell and ugliness in the area, which can also be the main reason for the
development of a number of diseases. To stay away from all such dangerous scenarios and maintain
public cleanliness and fitness, this work is connected with smart garbage system. The most important
topic of the work is to increase the performance of the smart smart garbage alert machine for appropriate
waste management. This work proposes a smart garbage disposal warning device that gives a warning
signal to the web server to immediately clean the garbage can with required verification primarily based
on the level of garbage filling and hazardous gas.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

All cities, regardless of their size, geographic area or economic level, spend a large amount of money
annually on waste collection. This proposed system makes it possible to reduce the total number of
vehicle trips for waste collection and thereby reduce the total expenses associated with waste collection.
Ultimately, it helps to maintain cleanliness in the society. The system of automatic notification of garbage
filling therefore makes garbage collection more efficient.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012592

1. Name Kayathri S

2. Email Id kayathris.mca@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 8973590176

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SMART SOIL MONITORING SYSTEM FOR AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The existing system makes use of GSM module, the prototype was equipped with basic functionalities. It
enables the detection of nutrient and notifies the end user via message. Comparison of soil nutrient
quality for each tie slot cannot be done. And it can identifies an limited number of nutrients in the
presence soil, and it cost around 10k-1 lakh average.

9. Concept &
Objective

Soil nutrient analysis using wireless sensor networks (WSN) enables various application like remote
monitoring of soil fertility, analysis, provide a selection of crop and build irrigation decision support
systems. • In the proposed system, the wireless sensors measure the macro nutrient of soil and transmit
the data to the cloud. • The user can view the soil fertility at the convenience on their mobile application. •
It is possible that the farmer may wish to grow a specific crop based on the economic interest.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The soil monitoring system of citrus soil moisture and nutrient is designed to monitor the soil moisture
and nutrient status in the citrus orchard, so that fruit farmers can grasp the condition of orchard in time,
and under the guidance of decision-making support system adjust fertilization irrigation strategy. This
determines the design objectives of the system. Put forward the scientific distribution technology of the
soil nutrient and moisture real-time monitoring system in mountain citrus orchard. It makes the layout
more reasonable and the monitoring area is effectively covered. Research and develop scientific
detection methods to obtain more accurate citrus growth environment conditions. Integrate wireless
sensor network of citrus soil nutrient and moisture and remote information management system and
intelligent decision support system based on ZigBee technology. Finally, carry on scientific experimental
demonstration.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Total numbers of Stakeholders 2 Lakh,Growth rate of the project 30 Percentage people.Soil Quality Team
Check the Quality of the soil
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010555

1. Name Sreman Raja P

2. Email Id sremanrajap2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8438379021

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

IRIS RECOGNITION IN SURVEILLANCE

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

The uniqueness in our project is that, iris recognition is only used for biometrics identification
and for some security unlocking feature . For the first time we have used iris recognition in
surveillance.

9. Concept & Objective the main objective of our project is to provide safety and security for the society.

10. Specify the potential areas
of application in industry/market
in brief

SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE (Defense)

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

Market Size USD 3,800 million Market growth rate 80 growth rate through 2030
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011050

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Design and Development of Remote Sensing Solar Drone

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed system can be used in less Solar weight in drone setup and Automation Work.

9. Concept &
Objective

To Design and Implementation of Remote Sensing of Solar Drone

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The product have used for smart Agricultural system, when Pesticide spraying up to maximum 10 hours
using High power back-upped solar panel.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size is based on Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor
Testing and Data analysis. Market growth of the product used to reduce battery weight and power
consumption and rate save Battery life for long distance travelling with protection. Profitability of the
system provided the Profitable when long life flying. Product and Consumer type of the system is based
on Portable and Wi-Fi controlled Drone.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006851

1. Name ABHINITI G

2. Email Id abhinitig2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9345755117

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

PLANT COMPANION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

our project plant companion is an app which predict the leaf disease and give remedial measures to
solve the problem.

9. Concept &
Objective

The main goal of plant disease detection is to predict the disease quickly and easily. The various
algorithms take place to predict the disease. The Dataset which is taken from Kaggle of Plant Village
dataset. User will be able to upload a plant image and detect what kind of disease it has, app also
suggest some supplements and fertilizers and also ways to prevent the disease. CNN Model should be
able to detect plant infection. The Dataset which is taken from Kaggle. User can detect what kind of
disease with the help of dataset it has and app also suggest some supplements and fertilizers and also
ways to prevent the disease.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

agriculture field medical field

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

It is used in agricultural field and helps the farmer to identify the disease at earlier stage and suggest
some of remedial measures for the plant growth. It supports the farmers by reduce crop losses and
improve food security. It results in high productivity and increase economic growth of farmers.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011173

1. Name BHARANI B I

2. Email Id bibharani0444@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8940134228

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

ABANDONED BAGGAGE DETECTION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Other object tracking use Artificial Intelligence to detect the objects accuracy and it takes more time to
detect. In our proposal we use the Artificial Intelligence and deep learning to detect the object. So, the
detection of the luggage would be fast and the accuracy of the luggage for threat will be more and a
particular luggage can be accurately detected by the multiple cameras to track it for security.

9. Concept &
Objective

ABANDONED BAGGAGE DETECTION Our proposal detects the baggage left by the person which is a
threat in many cases. Often more than the attended baggage, unattended baggage is dangerous. In that
situation our proposal will detect the unattended baggage and try to classify whether it is potentially
threat for security.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

? Unattended and suspicious luggage in public places like airports, railway station etc.... are detected. ?
Increased security through automated detection of potential threats without requiring personnel to
monitor video streams constantly in all surveillance fields.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size Rs 500 cr Market growth rate Rs 50 cr Profitability Rs 10 cr Product and Consumer type
Industries, airports, railway stations etc…

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013752

1. Name ARUN KUMAR

2. Email Id arungokul2684@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9360897469

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

HELPING PEDAL FOR ELECTRICAL BIKES

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Pedal assist is a mode on your electric bike that provides power from the motor to help you pedal easier
to recharge the bike in riding time. Environmental friendly as they do not emit pollutants. No maintenance
and better performance compare to other devices. For example, the rush time of this electrical vehicle to
recharge the electrical battery is more difficult to moves the bike on battery recharging station in this time
the helping pedal can use to recharging by the rotating generator motor to produce some electric energy
to move easier for emergency time and going to home. It is just like easy method to power up to your
vehicle battery or reproduced power ,and this is only uses for emergency time. If our vehicle stops on the
highway we can recover the power of the vehicle with this material.

9. Concept &
Objective

Using pedaling system to produce the electricity. This pattern is not comes in the market , if this patten
comes to the market every one gets benifits like polution free environment , when the battery is in dry
condition by pedaling this portable helping pedal in electric bike by doing like its good for our health

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Now a days, From starting to ending we are using fully electrical power for full processes.This pattern is
not comes in the market , if this patten comes to the market every one gets benifits like polution free
environment , when the battery is in dry condition by pedaling this portable helping pedal in electric bike
by doing like its good for our health

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

It is used in electrical bikes. The solar power is not able to rechargeable more efficiency. The helping
pedal is used simultaneously and it works all time and it is used day and night. No external energy or
work is required to during in this process.

12. Uploaded
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View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010423

1. Name Kamal Rajan B

2. Email Id kamalbaskaran18@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6374123183

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Analytics tool to provide detail reports on the grading of Roads

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The uniqueness of this project is to compare the grading without the human comparing and the system
automatically generates the grading for the roads by comparing the every individual parameters and
check the trueness of the grade provided by the NQM and SQM and to graphically represent the grades
of the roads.

9. Concept &
Objective

The objective of our project is to show the graphical representation of grading. First it get the grading
from NQM and SQM. Then it shows the graphical representation of the grading for both NQM and SQM.
Our project shows the ongoing and completed status of the road separately in the graphical
representation.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The tool is used to identify the quality of the road and to give the permissions for the road safety quality.
It is useful for the transportation department and also for the rural development department.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Over 1 lakh users will get benefited using this tool. This will provide a profitability of 30 percentage. The
market growth rate is over 20 percentage.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009808

1. Name ABISHEK

2. Email Id abishekshanthy@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8489743625

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DISEASE PREDICTION OF PLANTS USING MACHINE LEARNING

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project we use BPNN algorithm to identify the disease, so it is fast, simple and easy to program. It
has no parameters to tune apart from the numbers of input. It is a flexible method as it does not require
prior knowledge about the network. It is a standard method that generally works well even it is easily
understandable by normal people. Backpropagation is a flexible method because no prior knowledge of
the network is required. We run a program in PyCharm IDE, and it will open in browser where it is an
user interactive webpage and it is well designed, in our webpage we can upload the image of the plant
leaf which is affected by disease. After uploading the image, click the detect button then uploaded image
is converted into grayscale, then the noise removal is processed and the image is converted into ROI at
last the disease name is displayed after the suitable fertilizer name suggested.

9. Concept &
Objective

Objective: This project mainly focuses to overcome the plant diseases by using Back Propagation Neural
Network Algorithm. Concept behind the proposal: The created datasets of diseased and healthy leaves
are collectively trained under Back Propagation Neural Network to classify the diseased and healthy
images. This machine learning algorithm is used to identify whether the plant leaves are affected by
diseases or not. The fertilizer which is needed to be given to the plant which has been affected with
those diseases. The images of the leaves have been uploaded into webpage. Then the image will be
normalized by noise filtering method. After normalized, the algorithm will detect the disease affected by
the plant. The fertilizer which is provides the remedy for the disease.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Over the past decades, continuous studies have been performed to reveal the interactions between plant
im-mune respond and pathogens. Large amount of data has been generated from those researches due
to the tremendous advances in genomics and proteomics. Previously, scientists typically applied large-
scale genetic screening and genomic approaches to identify genes and proteins of interest (1,2). But
now, the development of machine learning algorithms, which are a collection of analytic methods that
automate model building process and iteratively learn from data to gain insights without explicitly
programming, provides more powerful and efficient tools to not only identify classified plant diseases
from images of infected leaves, but also the remedy for the disease. We here present a review of studies
that utilize machine learning regarding the plant-pathogen interactions and plant disease identifications
and to increase the yield of the plant and its growth.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size: Nowadays many people were interested in gardening and hence there are various sectors
that comes under plant category like agricultural industries, fertilizer manufacturing companies and
pesticide manufacturing industries, so most of them doesn’t have an proper knowledge about the
diseases which are targeting the plants, and what remedy should be done for that particular disease.
Market growth rate: The Indian agriculture market reached a value of about INR 55,994 billion in 2020.
The market is further expected to grow at a CAGR of nearly 12 between 2021 and 2026 to reach a value
of approximately INR 111,916 billion by 2026. Profitability: In the existing project there are drastic method
to identify the disease which the plant has been affected, we use the simple method which is useful in
our working in website itself with the help of simple and easy to learn algorithm. Also, we will provide
remedy for the diseased plant. Product and Consumer type: Product: Software Consumer Type: people
who does gardening/farming
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011866

1. Name BHAVADHARANI M

2. Email Id bhavadharanim16@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383677489

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District SALEM

6. Idea Theme Eco-friendly & Sustainable furniture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART TROLLEY WITH Wi-Fi RTLS TECHONOLGY

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In our project we have used RTLS. It allows tags placed on objects to communicate with multiple access
points via Wi-Fi signals. Based on the amount of time it takes for the signal to be received, the readers
can locate the tag. This is often one of the more accurate systems of RTLS—it is possible to get a
location within a few feet.

9. Concept &
Objective

In the present-day shopping system one of the difficulties is to follow queue through the billing process
which is time consuming. Hence this project aims to reduce the average time spent by the customer at
the shopping mall by implementing automatic billing system using Wi-Fi RTLS technology.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

We can use our project in super market, grocery shop and departmental shop.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Nowadays everyone is going to super market and grocery shops. They want to wait for long time for
billing. But here the billing is done when the things are kept into the trolley. So that our project is very
useful.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010329

1. Name Raaj Ganesh.S.S

2. Email Id raajganesh2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383340868

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Predicting Heart Disease Using Machine Learning

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In our project the newness we bought in, is the person who is using our software can see whether heart
is healthy or unhealthy. If unhealthy , our software will observe the symptoms and can able to predict the
person’s heart disease. If the person is already a registered user of our software, then the periodic
remainder for visiting doctor is included in our software application.

9. Concept &
Objective

Heart disease has also been noted as a silent killer, causing death in those with no apparent symptoms.
The nature of the disease is responsible for the growing fear of the disease and its consequences.
Efforts are therefore ongoing to predict the likelihood of this deadly disease. It regularly tests different tool
technologies to meet todays health needs. Machine learning techniques can benefit in this regard. Heart
disease can come in many different forms, but there is a common set of key risk factors that ultimately
influence whether you are at risk for heart disease. By collecting data from various sources, categorizing
it under appropriate headings, and finally analyzing it to extract the desired data, that the software can
infer to predict the Heart Disease. This technique can be very well adapted to heart disease prediction.
As the famous saying goes, “prevention is better than cure”, predicting early control can help prevent
heart disease mortality from falling.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Medical Field, Cardiology department, Ministry of Health And Family Welfare, Machine Learning

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Our Application is completely software based application with free of cost so that each and every
member can get access to see what is their hearts condition.We value each and every person Life.Our
project main motto is prevention is better than cure.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006144

1. Name param kumar B

2. Email Id paramkumarb@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6380060150

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN SLAUGHTER HOUSE

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The sludge has the potential to meet the growing requirement as animal feed. It is estimated that 37
million tones animal feed is estimated as requirements this includes 24 million tons cattle feed. Slaughter
house waste material has the potential to partly replaced 13 million tons of animal feed materials.
Slaughter house waste can be used as in puts to feeds for the poultry, fish and pest like dogs and cats.
Thus there is utilization of slaughter house bio mass as energy source as animal feed.

9. Concept &
Objective

An impact of the animal processing industry results from the discharge of wastewater. Most processes in
slaughterhouses, tanneries and dairy plants require the use of water. This water is used for general
cleaning purposes will produce wastewater. The strength and composition of pollutants in the wastewater
evidently depend on the nature of the processes involved. Discharge of wastewater to surface waters
affects the water quality. The biogas production using waste materials such as kitchen waste, septic tank
waste, organic waste materials and cow dung are the materials used for production of biogas. The cow
dung has been used invariably due to agricultural activity. The slaughter house waste water contains
large amount of suspended and volatile solids which have considerable amount of organic content in
terms of COD. Hence this also forms a raw material for producing biogas. This material was also used
after treatment.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

• Utilization of solid waste into bio liquid to produce biogas. • Utilization of primary fermentation tank
sludge as animal feed • Utilization of biogas plant sludge as manure

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As per experimental research, The sludge has the potential to meet the growing requirement as animal
feed. It is estimated that 37 million tones animal feed is estimated as requirements this includes 24
million tons cattle feed. Slaughter house waste material has the potential to partly replaced 13 million
tons of animal feed materials. Slaughter house waste can be used as in puts to feeds for the poultry, fish
and pest like dogs and cats. Thus there is utilization of slaughter house bio mass as energy source as
animal feed.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011053

1. Name Ezhilvannan

2. Email Id ezhilvannanm2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8825400255

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Agriculture Using Digital Technology

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In traditional agriculture, farmers must regularly visit the farmland and measure various environmental
parameters such as temperature, humidity, light intensity, and soil moisture in order for crops to grow
properly. Although this system of traditional farming has been used for many years, the system is
cumbersome and does not provide high productivity because farmers are usually not able to measure all
parameters accurately at all times. Equipment needed to implement IoT in agriculture is expensive. Since
IoT devices interact with older equipment they have access to the internet connection, there is no
guarantee that they would be able to access drone mapping data or sensor readouts by taking benefit of
public connection. In this project, sensors are used for soil moisture detection, air humidity, light intensity
detection and soil temperature measurement. And the data from the cloud will be sent to the android
application and the user can easily monitor the plants that mobile application will notify the user about the
plants humidity, moisture, temperature, and the intensity of the plant. Additionally in our project we are
implementing the ultrasonic sensors in the iot device to make the animals and the insects keep far away
from the plant and that control is been implemented in the android application and the user can assess
the control of the ultrasonic sensor.

9. Concept &
Objective

? Irrigation System of the plant will be done automatically by the developed android application. ?
Monitoring of the plants will be done by the sensors placed in the iot device and the report of the
monitored sensors will be shown in the mobile application. ? Deduction of animals and inserts near the
plant will be done and make them move far away from the plant, will be done by the ultrasonic sensor
and the control of ultrasonic sensor also provided in the android application. ? Plant disease will also be
monitored and the healthiness of the plant will also be shown in the android application. ? For the
deducted plant disease, remedies will also be suggested through the android application. ? A complete
agricultural monitoring iot Device using the android application will be build and that makes the users to
do the agriculture or farming in such a easier and effective way. ? So, for overall farming and agriculture,
we make them as a digitalized farming through our iot device and the android application which have
been developed by us.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The data from the cloud will be sent to the android application and the user can easily monitor the plants
that mobile application will notify the user about the plant’s humidity, moisture, temperature, and the
intensity of the plant. In addition, this system allows gardeners to control the irrigation system where they
can water their plants using same android application. Additionally in our project we are implementing the
ultrasonic sensors in the iot device to make the animals and the insects keep far away from the plant and
that control is been implemented in the android application and the user can assess the control of the
ultrasonic sensor. Later we will add the plant disease deduction module in the device and the health level
of the plant will be notified to the user in the android application and the remedies for the detected
disease will also be shown to the user.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

In our project we use sensors device in IoT to agriculture allows you to track and automate your farm.
This helps to improve labor productivity and save money for operations such as irrigation, fertilization,
and harvesting. It will help the farmer to less work. IoT-based smart agriculture allows farmers to
constantly monitor the field and livestock conditions by the use of IoT sensors, software, and data and
enables them to take informed decisions regarding the same. This will grow up coming days using the
farmers review about the project.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010097

1. Name karthik v

2. Email Id karthikv2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7806814517

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AN INTEGRATED TELEGRAM BOT FOR HOME APPLIANCE CONTROL

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Social media is playing a major role in every people’s hand, the social media platform is used for lot of
applications like chatting, video sharing and payment transfer, etc. The same can be used for home
automation is the advantage in this project. The user doesn’t want to install a new application , they can
able to perform the home automation with the existing application itself. Our telegram bot provides the
features like controlling the devices and a current blueprint of the appliance status can be viewed using
commands

9. Concept &
Objective

To implement home automation system using an existing application “Telegram”. A bot is created to
control the home appliances using the commands. An integration of Raspberry Pi and Telegram
application with home appliances operates at very ease. The user does not need to install a new
application instead telegram bot which is used by everyone in day to day life helps in performing home
automation.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our telegram bot can be used in the places where the electronic appliances are involved like home,
industry, schools, colleges ,shops and other places where we want to use electricity wisely.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size :USD 478.36 billion Market growth rate :26.4 growth rate in 2029 Profitability :9.6 Product
and Consumer type PRODUCT: Consumer IoT /CONSUMER: Public
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN007890

1. Name LATHIKA R

2. Email Id lathikaramesh79@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8838339807

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Gas leakage detector with MQ2 using IoT

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This project Gas leakage detector uses MQ2 sensor. This sensor is used to detect the gas like LPG, CO,
propane, etc. This sensor has high sensitivity and fast response time, measurement can be taken as
soon as possible. We used GSM Module to communicate with the user by sending an alert through
message and call. This module supports voice calls and data transfer speeds of up to 9.6 Kbits/get-
together with the transmission of SMS.

9. Concept &
Objective

Gas leakage leads to various accidents resulting in both material loss and human injuries. To avoid these
problems we design the gas leakage detector using MQ2 sensor using IoT. This device has the MQ2 gas
sensor, it is used to sense the gas leakage with the help of Arduino. Whenever the excess gas is leaked,
The alert message and call will be automatically send to the user with the help of GSM module and
Arduino. This sensor enabled solution to prevent the high risk of gas explosions and avoid the hazardous
consequences.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Gas leak detector system ensure safety of workplace by alerting the presence combustible gases,
exposure to toxic gases in a particular area. In commercial and residential applications, gas leak
detectors are primarily used for detection of propane gas leak from appliances, Gas pipe fittings, and
propane tank. The areas such as industry, home and in many places there is an accident due to gas
leakage.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Nowadays gases are used in various sectors like industries, medical, home, etc.. Several hazardous
gases which if leaked can be dangerous for the workers working in that area. Government across
different countries are formulating and implementing various regulations for the safety of the workers and
the workplace from gas leakage which is expected to boost the growth of the gas leak detectors market
in the near future.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010890

1. Name Monisha B

2. Email Id monishait2002@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6382831910

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Virtual Reality based surgery simulations

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

It offers a direct advantage over other simulators by letting trainees practice repeatedly, without
supervision, while receiving direct feedback from the simulator itself. And, also it instructs a surgeon to
do the surgery in a fixed procedural manner. This project can be completely done by using Oculus Rift
(Head Mounted Glass), Gears, and Sensors. In this project, we use Unity software which is a cross-
platform game engine developed by Unity Technologies. Surgical simulators, such as human cadavers,
live animals, bench-top models, and virtual reality systems recreate surgical situations for trainees to
practice and hone their skills. As a result, surgical simulations aid in the development of critical
psychomotor, technical and judgment skills.

9. Concept &
Objective

Our study aimed to evaluate the effects on the skills and performance of surgical novices during a
structured VR simulator training over several days, focusing on the training process and modern surgical
simulation progression along the initial learning curve. This 3D imaging data helps to understand
complex anatomical relationships in specific patients before surgery. An instructors presents are not
necessary. So, students can practice in their free moments.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The implementation of this application is comparatively less in cost and risk. When we compared with
real environment on practicing surgeries for medical students. The incorporation of the virtual reality
techniques helps in reducing the errors and the plan the surgery in the most reliable manner. It also
provides 3D reconstruction of important anatomical structures. This 3D animations helps to understand
complex anatomical relationships in specific patients prior to surgery. An instructor presents is not
necessary. So, students can practice in their free moment. Changes can be made that demonstrate
variation in anatomy or disease state. It is an interactive application. So, it can be helpful widely to all
people who are accessing this application.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Becoming a surgeon can take over a decade of schooling to get full certification and potentially even
longer to begin their true surgical training.In the situation of pandemic, getting a physical surgical training
is becoming tougher. To overcome these types of problems, we have introduced the virtual surgical
training. It also lead to loss of person due to carelessness of a surgeon. There may be huge requirement
of human bodies for a surgeon to operate.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011139

1. Name KARTHIKEYAN L

2. Email Id karthikeyanl2021lai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7904469534

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI BASED ASSISTANT REPLICA FOR NIRAKSHAR

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this application, various native languages of people are planned to be added so that everyone will get
more benefit from this application. As of now, Tamil language is included in this web application. And
other languages are in progress.

9. Concept &
Objective

As in present era, Communication between parents and educational institutions are going worse. To build
a strong relationship between them and to know about their children academic activities and other
activities, the proposed system is very useful regarding to it. It is difficult for uneducated parents for
accessing the devices and applications. Exam results / parent meetings are not directly notified to
parents in some cases. Blind peoples can’t access the devices visually.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The motive of creating this web application is to make the parents and blind people more convenient. so,
this application can be used as educational institution’s website or further it can be converted as a mobile
application to help the blind people and uneducated parents. This all because of only the voice
technologies advancements

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size USD 2.8 billion in 2021 Market growth rate 32.4 during the forecast period Profitability 85
Product and Consumer type Product- web application / consumer type – public and private

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009124

1. Name Revan P

2. Email Id revan28710@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9500683533

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Eco-friendly & Sustainable furniture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SOLAR POWERED SMART VEHICLE FOR PARALYTIC PATIENTS

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The existing wheel chair is not automatic and it is operated either by manual, voice recognition and
gestures. The proposed E-Chair cum bed is automated and can be controlled by brain wave signals
obtained from the patient with MPPT adapted solar tracking system for its energy efficient. The proposed
model has the following objectives to be fulfilled • The E-Chair able to be move all the direction • Able to
be controlled by both manually and brain waves • Able to be used for both sitting and sleeping position •
Able to be climb the stairs • Able to be carry a patient weighing 150 kg • Able to be operated individually
by the paralyzed patients

9. Concept &
Objective

To design and develop a cost effective solar powered brain controlled e-chair cum bedfor paralytic
patients. The Mobility is one of the most challenging tasks faced by any patients particularly for disabled
patients in indoor and outdoor environment. This proposal presents the design and development cost
effective solar powered brain controlled e-chair with signal acquisition for paralytic patients.In order to
fulfill this task, the proposed system reads and analyses the patient’s brain waves (EEG signals) and
turns them into actions to control the proposed wheel chair.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The proposed wheelchair has the potential to have an immense effect on the healthcare industry. The
use of this brain controlled wheelchair can improve the quality of life of a paralyzed patient. In a wide
range of applications of our project is to bring mobility back to people who are facing physical disorders
and for the paralyzed patients who cant move on their own without someones assistance. The ongoing
researchand development works in the field of brain controlled robotshave received a great attention all
over the globe because they can helpphysically disabled people to move independently. Use of BCI
(Brain Computer Interface) technology in human life ensures a comfort zone to a physically challenged
people and our project is one among them.We have used Brain sense EEG sensor which is used to
capture the EEG signal from the brain. Arduino Uno board is used to control the movement of the
wheelchair.Matlab is used to read and analyze the brain wave data and to generate and send the
command to the arduino board for movement of the wheel chair.ultrasonic sensor is used for obstacle
avoidance thereby ensuring the safety of user. In terms of cost, our project is very cost-effective because
the controlling commands of the vehicle are given in real time. Also, the commands are just eye blinking
which can be easily done by the user.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size: Solar powered wheelchair Market size surpassed USD 2.5 billion in 2021 and is estimated
to register over 6.3 CAGR between 2022 and 2030. Solar powered wheelchair is useful for patients
suffering from severe mobility disorders, and neurological conditions hampering their daily lives.
Hospitals have witnessed consistent demand owing to a spike in the number of elderly populations
getting admitted due to the COVID-19 infection and injuries due to accidents Market growth rate:The
global wheelchair market size was valued at USD 4.50 billion in 2021 and is anticipated to expand at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.2 from 2022 to 2030. The market has witnessed a decline in
2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic due to the disrupted supply chain and operations in different
regions. The rising geriatric population and the increasing number of spinal cord injuries which needs
mobility assistance are some of the major factors driving the market growth. According to the National
Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center, around 17,730 new spinal cord injuries occur around the world.
every year, with vehicular crashes being the leading cause of injury. Thus, India stands as a key market
for the wheelchair. The COVID-19 pandemic had significantly affected the transport and mobility sector. It
had disrupted the supply channel of the wheelchair to a great extent. Profitability: The features and
effectiveness of the proposed wheelchair the product produces a profitable income.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011371

1. Name THARUN PV

2. Email Id tharunkrish1405@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8072122747

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI Based Assistant for Personal Computer

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

In mobiles the popular assistant like GOOGLE and SIRI are used in the android and Ios, but
there is no proper AI Assistant for the personal computer. Our AI Assistant is designed for the
personal computers.

9. Concept & Objective We have developed an AI Assistant software, that helps the user to search the content in the
internet by their voice, which saves a lot of time.

10. Specify the potential areas
of application in
industry/market in brief

Our AI Assistant can be implemented and it will be working in all personal computers which
has Windows Operating system.

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

Market Size :13 billion Market growth rate : 32.5 Profitability :Upto 2 million Product and
Consumer type :Software agent and Personal Computer Users

12. Uploaded Proposal View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011136

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

To design and Development of Snake type Spying-Drone

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

1. Need insects type Spying Drone to collecting criminal data’s 2. Drone Automation work 3. Flying
option inserted in Robot to reducing unexpected incident.

9. Concept &
Objective

To design an autonomous drone for spying the target using 3D dimensions and survey to target areas

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

i. A trained person can be used for detecting Government suspected person or object or material using
Spying drone and this product can be tracking data with specified person using Thermal and chemical
sensors. ii. The Thermal and Chemical sensors module detects Real-time monitor through Wi-Fi using
Drone. iii. The potential markets are ARMY, NAVY, DRDO and ISRO. They are only capable of selling
this spying product. iv. Unique features of the type of IoT drone are small, less weight up to 50 grams,
compactness, and folded materials. v. The demand of the product is specified based on drone frame
materials, NIR image sensor, multilink Robot, Pivot joint link, Rotor Gimbal module and Circuit and
Interface to Controlling device using Wi-Fi. vi. Customers can afford and use the product while handling
the drone. vii. This product can use this product up to 50m / hour for NIR image Detection and Object
tracking. A drone designed based on payload 100-gram carry on sensors and its mechanism. viii. NIR
image dealers and customers of Industrialist is motivated for smart work of NIR image detection when
marketing the product to government.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size is based on Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor
Testing and Data analysis. Market growth rate of the product Can be identified persons and their data to
protect the people. Profitability of the Drone Can Lift It to Profitability. Product and Consumer type is
Portable IoT based Spying Drone and Flexible BLDC motors used for bending drone.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013815

1. Name DHANUSHMATHI S

2. Email Id dhanushmathisa2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8778225165

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-Festival

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

RELAY FAN CONTROLLER USING TEMPERATURE SENSOR

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This project can be used in both the home and Industry. It helps in saving the energy and electricity. To
watch the environments that is not comfortable, or possible, for humans monitor, especially for extended
periods of time.Prevents waste of energy when its not hot enough for a fan to be needed. To assist
people who are disabled to adjust the fan speed automatically.

9. Concept &
Objective

CONCEPT: The idea behind the project is to control the speed of the fan by difference in temperature.
The temperature variation in the fan is a different way to deal with the speed of the motor. It is a process
in which the objects temperature is measured and the way heat energy passes into or out of the object is
correctly adjusted to achieve a stable temperature. This project attends the design and simulation of the
fan speed control system by using PWM technique based on the room temperature. How can the room
temperature be measured? The answer to the simple question is with the help of a temperature sensor. It
has been used to measure the temperature of the room and the speed of the fan is varied according to
the room temperature using Pulse Width Modulation Technique. OBJECTIVE: The basic idea behind the
project is to exploit loss electrical energy in the fan motor at ceiling fan operation. When new arriving
occupants enter a new room and darkened rooms, they have to search hard to find wall toggle switches
to turn on the ceiling fan. Warm or stuffy rooms can be very uncomfortable to newly arriving occupant,
who would have to wait for the rooms to cool down and circulate airflow. Further, turning on and off fans
in home or building is often so inconvenient the fans are left on.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

? Machineries ? Households

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 5 million Market growth rate 5 Profitability 10 Product and Consumer type Adult,Senior
Citizens

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008474

1. Name GAYATHRI V R

2. Email Id gayathrivr2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8870838900

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

COGNITIVE SAFETY HELMET FOR BIKE RIDERS

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The project has been proposed with a helmet that includes 5 features. They are a key starter, alcohol,
accident, fire, and theft detection. In the feature starting key, there’s an added feature, if the owner takes
the helmet it will work as the starting key. But, for user friendly, if the helmet is taken by another one, it
will work as an intimation key for the owner. It gives more security to the bike owner. The feature of
alcohol detection contains 3 parts. If the alcohol is normal the bike goes in a normal way, if the alcohol
rate is average, it will give a buzzer sound, if the alcohol rate is high, the information will be forwarded to
one of the relations. If the rate is too much, the bike will go to stop mode. For accident detection, the
information will be forwarded to one of the relations or it will be forwarded to a nearby hospital. For Fire
detection, a particular frequency was set for the fire quantity. If it is in high temperature, it will be
intimated to the emergency number. Theft detection is also done by using the forwarding information by
the detection of the fingerprint.

9. Concept &
Objective

One of the major reasons is that people are not wearing helmets while they ride a bike. Another major
reason is Drunken and Drive. Suppose an accident, we are not sure the person who met with the
accident gets proper medical assistants. Hence, to get rid of this accident we introduced a cognitive
helmet with the features like starting key, alcohol, accident, fire and theft detection.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Any car collision that takes place on a public route qualifies as a traffic accident. The idea behind this
projects development was to benefit society in some way. Two-wheeler accidents are on the rise and
claim numerous lives each year. Our projects primary goal is to create a safety system that is integrated
with a cognitive helmet and a cognitive bike to lower the likelihood of two-wheeler accidents. If an
accident occurs, there are no people nearby to warn the parents or the ambulance. This is an everyday
occurrence, thus the concept of coming up with a solution to it led to the idea of informing people about
accidents as soon as feasible and in a timely manner. The three main applications that the cognitive
helmet focuses on are useful in our daily lives. First and foremost, if we are not wearing a helmet, the
bikes ignition will not turn on. Additionally, donning this smart helmet makes it impossible to drive when
intoxicated. The bike will not start if the rider is intoxicated. Accident detection is the third application.
Additionally, another 2 features are included theft detection and fire detection. For theft detection,
fingerprint sensor is used if the fingerprint is mismatched then the message passes to the owner of the
bike so that the theft can be decreased. For fire detection, if any fire accident occurs, the temperature
sensors detect and turn off the engine.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Nowadays, for the increased quantity of bike riders, the occurrence of accidents also increased. Due to
these accidents, some people lose their hands or legs even some of them lose their lives. Even some
people experience the hardship of living without existence.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010618

1. Name Babu. R

2. Email Id babur2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383467396

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District DINDIGUL

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed idea/innovation Pick Me Up

8. Briefly explain newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

GPS live tracker in all buses to track the location of the bus to arrive at
the right time

9. Concept & Objective To know the bus at the route that we are unknown and the location of
the bus

10. Specify the potential areas of application in
industry/market in brief

Transport department is the domain

11. Briefly provide the market potential of
idea/innovation

We provide a each kit that are track by the app that we made to know
the location of the vehicle
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010134

1. Name Gowtham J K

2. Email Id jkgowtham01@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7339433135

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

HYBRID SOLAR PV POWERED MICRO CHARGING STATION FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The cost of an on-grid solar EV charger is definitely less than the price of the off-grid version, because
here, the energy generated by the solar array is stored in the grid rather than in batteries. When you feed
the grid, the utility company gives you credits, which you can use to charge your EV. The energy that you
do not use is sold to the utility company

9. Concept &
Objective

To design the combination of solar energy and electric vehicle (EV) charging is the key in drastically
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. Electricity comes from a variety of sources and it’s crucial that
electric vehicles will be powered by renewables. Electric cars are becoming immensely popular and
coming years we expect nearly anyone who owns a solar energy system will install a solar charging
station at its home. For this to happen we’ll need a fundamental change in how we think about refueling
our cars and a natural evolution of our energy infrastructure.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Electric vehicles (EV) can be charged in a variety of ways, depending on location and requirement.
Accordingly, charging infrastructure for EVs is of different types and designed for different applications.
It’s necessary to understand EV battery capacity and range. Battery capacity is measured in kilowatt-
hours (kWh), and electric vehicles are available with a vast range of different battery sizes, from 24kWh
up to 100kWh or more. Most common EVs have a battery capacity of around 65kWh, which generally
provides a driving range of about 350km, depending on the conditions and how efficiently you drive.
Each kWh of battery capacity will deliver around 5km to 8km of driving range. For a real-world
comparison, lighter, more efficient EVs can use as little as 12kWh per 100km (1kWh 8.2km), while larger,
high-performance EVs can use 20kWh or more per 100km of driving (1kWh 5km).

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Several manufacturers are working on introducing commercially available vehicles that can be retrofitted
with solar roof charging systems. For instance, the new Sonata Hybrid equipped with a solar roof system
(SRS), was launched by Hyundai in 2019. Up to 30 to 60 of the vehicle battery can be charged via solar
energy even while driving. Additionally, it improves fuel efficiency and reduces CO2 emissions while
increasing the drivers travel distance by nearly 1300 km annually. Hence, the technological advancement
of solar panel design and integration is positively influencing the growth of the market.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010530

1. Name KRISHNA MOORTHI S

2. Email Id krishnamoorthikm001@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8973590176

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

LAND DEEDS ON BLOCKCHAIN AS NFTs

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The Blockchain in the land registry is used for secure transfer of land property. The transparent nature of
Blockchain enables to track the changes made in land documents. Advent of Blockchain technology in
the land registry is playing a very beneficial role in this developing era. Finally use deed as NFT.

9. Concept &
Objective

It can improve the current land registration system, by Avoiding duplication of deeds. There is no illegal
acquisition. If the land is not registered with blockchain, it cannot be acquired by any other and it is
owned by the government. The concept of smart contracts enables updating of the records automatically
otherwise the ownership is transferred to the buyer through an application form.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

It can be integrated with the government infrastructure by changing the old system to blockchain
technology and implementing the land registration process through smart contract.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As the contract is private, it is visible only to Government and owner. When the property is transfer from
one person to another, the contract must be permitted by Government, owner, higher officials and the
client. So, he can verify the contract with the certain privilege(read only permission).
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN007922

1. Name M DEEPIKA

2. Email Id sundeepika5420@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7397501661

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Eco-friendly & Sustainable furniture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Inverter

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed design is a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) solar charge controller for 12-V, 24-V
solar panels. This compact reference design targets small- and medium-power solar charger solutions
and is capable of operating with 15- to 60-V solar panel modules, 12-V, 24-V batteries, and providing
upwards of 20 A output current. The design uses a two-phase interleaved buck converter to step down
the panel voltage to the battery voltage. The solar MPPT charge controller is created with real-world
considerations, including reverse battery protection, software programmable alarms and indications, and
surge and ESD protection.Overvoltage / Lightning protection, Reverse power flow protection, Short
Circuit and Overload protection, Wi-Fi data logging using IoT, USB port for Charging Smartphone
/Gadgets, LED indication for the state of charge, LCD for displaying voltages, current, power , etc.

9. Concept &
Objective

Solar Panel voltage and battery voltage should be matched when charging to the battery in Inverter. In a
conventional inverter, PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) technique is used to charge the battery. The
battery charging time is more when using the PWM technique. Hence the proposed idea can be
implemented by, 1. To reduce the charging time/fast charging of the battery. 2. To design the MPPT
(Maximum Power Point Tracker) based charge controller for an inverter with IoT Features. PWM Based
Solar charge controllers are available in the market. MPPT based solar charge controller is not fully
commercialized. It is in the development stage. To design MPPT based charge controller for Inverter to
enhance charging capability and improve the lifetime of the battery under low-temperature conditions.
Also Monitor the inverter parameters along with IoT.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In a wide range of applications from small switching power supplies in computers, to large electric utility
high voltage direct current applications that transport bulk power. It is used in various applications like
UPS, speed controllers, electric motors, etc. There are various types of inverters which are used for
commercial, industrial, and residential purposes. Industries require the use of industrial invertors for the
continuous functioning of the industry operations.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size: The growing penetration of smart power inverters that efficiently delivers energy while
regulating voltage, withstanding abnormal frequency and voltage, responding to frequency, and changing
operations in response to instructions is expected to fuel the market. Market growth rate: The market is
estimated to grow at a CAGR of 14.6 between 2022 and 2027.The growing usage of power inverters in
the residential sector is augmenting the market growth in India. With rapid urbanisation and growing
disposable incomes, coupled with the rising ownership of consumer electronics such as televisions,
smartphones, and refrigerators, among others, the utilisation of power inverters to ensure seamless
electricity supply is growing. Moreover, the India power inverter market is being fuelled by the surging
launches of compact, efficient, safe, low maintenance inverters with high-rated performance and minimal
carbon footprint. Profitability: Based on features and size of the Inverter with different specifications the
profit may be varied. Product and Consumer type: The significant end uses in the market are utilities,
residential, commercial and industrial, and automotive and transportation, among others.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012545

1. Name Thamizharasan P

2. Email Id thamizh5253@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9342625253

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI EXAM PAPER EVALUATOR

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

We use computer vision(OCR), AI, Machine Learning algorithms, and Deep Learning. Using
Keywords of the answer for comparing. In the Future, We can join the internet(CLOUD) to
collect Data and Evaluate.

9. Concept & Objective we decided to solve traditional paper correction method using Artificial Intelligence. AI model for
correcting the papers. We use keyword matching technique to evaluate the answer. Reduce the
time for result processing.

10. Specify the potential
areas of application in
industry/market in brief

Applications/Consumer segments: • By Institution, tuition centers. • Use in Other Government
Exams. • Also check Forms in whereas field.

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

This AI based application reduced time and man power. We can make them(Staff and so on)
free. Nowadays, Our world gets digitalised. So, We move to next step to our future. They have
more time for teaching .
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012236

1. Name D.Seenivasan

2. Email Id seenumoorthy@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9865963291

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

MEDICINE DOSAGE RECOMMENDATION FOR AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES BY MACHINE LEARNING
PREDICTION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Healthcare professionals utilize the cloud environment to treat their patients effectively. To achieve this,
an effective framework is needed which is capable of handling large amount of structured, unstructured
and live streaming data about the patients from their routine health report which is stored in cloud
databases. On training the model helps to predict the current state of the patient to recommend the
dosage of the medicines.

9. Concept &
Objective

An effective health care system is needed to monitor the disease progress and to provide
recommendation for medicine dosage for autoimmune diseases. The autoimmune diseases are not
curable but they are treatable with appropriate medicines but the medicines have side effects for long
term course. So, the health care system is needed to predict the disease progress by machine learning
and provide suggestions for dosage of the medicines in order to avoid the side effects

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Ministry of Health And Family Welfare, Healthcare Department.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size -1,50,000 Market growth rate- 30 Profitability- 70 Product and Consumer type - Online
Customers
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN008423

1. Name JAGATHRATCHAKAN S

2. Email Id jagathratchakans2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9786267446

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI BASED SMART WHEELCHAIR FOR THE DIVYANGJAN

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Disabled person feels uncomfortable in using the wheelchairs that is currently existed. It operates on
command given by the users either by the disabled person or the care-taker. The system needs explicit
commands to operate on. The challenging people depends more on other people to a large extent
because of their incapability. The solution is that the product replaces the command-based system to an
automated wheel-chair. The artificial aid is needed by a disabled person. Many of voice based smart
wheelchairs are available but it cannot move by its own or take decision by itself. This proposed system
automatically move and take decisions based on the present scenario. Wheelchairs can be controlled
through android applications but there is no implementation of a voice command controlling method to
control the wheelchair.

9. Concept &
Objective

The proposed system uses artificial intelligence for its work and proves to be a unique combination of a
wheelchair and health monitoring system. It can be well navigated by an android device that could be
connected by Bluetooth configuration. Also, with the help of GPS the exact location of the chair can be
determined. Android application is tossed on the voice assistant the wheelchair will react based on the
environment. Learning analysis of the data from the sensors and the wheelchair usage pattern is
compared with the dataset to determine the stress level. The signal from the sensors is monitored and
the vitals data is updated in the Thing Speak cloud which serves as a digital health chart.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Disabled person feels uncomfortable using the wheelchairs that are currently existed. It operates on the
commands given by the users either by the disabled person or the caretaker. The system needs explicit
commands to operate on. Challenging people depend more on other people to a large extent because of
their incapability. Here is a solution that replaces a command-based system with an automated
wheelchair. Artificial aid is needed by a disabled people. Many voice-based smart wheelchairs are
available, but they cannot move on their own or take decisions by themselves. This proposed system
automatically moves and take decisions based on the present scenario.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The state of art techniques ensures that the proposed innovative technology would generate the most
value in India (there will be 25 percent increase in the usage of this system). By studying publicly
available resources, it is found that there are 2.68 crores26.8 million) target users in India. Let’s assume,
each sale in India will yield an average value of Rs.75,000. The smart wheelchair technology may appeal
to users in India even if focusing on smaller-sized groups.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011188

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Design and development of an Autonomous Drone for Real-time METHANE CO Detection using CH4
sensor and Thermal Sensor

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

1. Methane detection using Gas sensor 2. Making Laser / NDIR methane detecting software 3.
Automation work

9. Concept &
Objective

To design and implementation of METHANE Detection using High precious drone..

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This type product can be used in Gas Detection area of Industrial and Factory or street.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size is based on Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor
Testing and Data analysis Market growth rate of the product Can be detect Methane when leakage gas
within 5 minutes. It Give Good market because of Save Employees life. Profitability of the Drones can Lift
it to Profitability. Product and Consumer type is Portable Iot based Gas Leakage Detection system. It is a
Automation system with GPS Navigation.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010593

1. Name KAMALESH R

2. Email Id kamaleshravi66@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9345267780

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Machine Learning based Fully Automated Agriculture Crop Seeding, Monitoring, Fertilizing Robot

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

We are going to implement fully automated robotics with machine learning technology for the seed
selection, crop growth and monitoring. In addition, it will suggest the fertilizer, insecticide, Weedicides
required for the particular crop. It reduces the error and improve the yield. We also implement the
different robots for eliminating the defective seed, irrigation management and to reduce yield waste due
to birds. Many autonomous robots can be integrated for special works.

9. Concept &
Objective

Implementation of Robotics and Automation in agriculture field will increases the Yield and profit for the
farmers. The Robot will monitor environment (temperature, humility). It will plant the crop(seed) at very
accurate and efficient way. Raspberry Pi and stepper motor, servo motor, DHT and Ultra sonic sensors
are included in the robot.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our robots are for agriculture field. Agriculture is the backbone of India. All the farmers in India can utilize
our products. Not a single robot we are going to implement, multiple mini robots for a special work.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 8000000 farmers in Tamilnadu. Market growth rate 20 percent per Year Profitability 15 to 25
percent Product and Consumer type Robot / Farmers
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010699

1. Name Haripriya M

2. Email Id riyairah2002@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9025270902

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Detection of Parkinsons disease using Machine Learning

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Biochemical sensors such as magnetometers are well suited for the detection of tremor, gait impairment.
However, data collected in the home and community settings using theses sensors do not always
provide sufficient information to achieve a reliable clinical assessment.The resolution of biochemical
sensors is quite restricted to the anatomical area on which they are applied.

9. Concept &
Objective

The main aim of project is to predict the efficiency that would be beneficial for the patients who are
suffering from Parkinson and the percentage of the disease will be reduced. Generally in the first stage,
Parkinsons can be cured by the proper treatment So it‘s important to identify the PD at the early stage for
the betterment of the patients. The main purpose of this research work is to find the best prediction
model i.e. machine learning technique which will distinguish the Parkinson’s patient from the healthy
person. The techniques used in this problem are KNN, Naïve Bayes, and Logistic Regression. The
experimental study is performed on the voice dataset of Parkinson’s patients which is downloaded from
the Kaggle. The prediction is evaluated using evaluation metrics like confusion matrix, precision, recall
accuracy, and f1-score. The author used feature selection where the important features are taken into
consideration to detect Parkinson’s.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease is not direct which means that one particular test like blood test or
ECG cannot determine whether a person is suffering from PD or not. Doctors go through the medical
history of a patient, followed by a thorough neurological examination. They find out at least two cardinal
symptoms among the subjects and then predict whether the subject is suffering from PD. The
misdiagnosis rate of PD is significant due to a no definitive test. In such case it will be helpful for us to aid
the doctor by providing a machine learning model. The prediction models are developed using machine
learning techniques of boosted logistic regres- sion, classification trees , Bayes Net and multilayer
perceptron based on these significant features. It is observed that the performance is better. It is
demonstrated that Boosted Logistic Regression produce superior results. These results encourage us to
try other ensemble learning techniques. The present work employs different support vector algorithm.
This study plays an important role in having a comparative analysis of various machine learning
algorithms. In conclusion, this models can provide the nuclear experts an assistance that can aid them in
better and accurate decision making and clinical diagnosis. It is also found that the proposed method is
fully automated and provides improved performance and hence can be recommended for real life
applications.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 1 Million Market growth rate 10 per year Profitability 25 Product and Consumer type
Machine learning and Health care people
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010158

1. Name Sudharsan K

2. Email Id sudharsan220103@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9943471966

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Third i

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

Till now the applications developed for the visually impaired are voice assistant, but this is the
next level of it which uses the mobile phones camera to understand the surrounding.

9. Concept & Objective For the benefit of those who are blind or visually handicapped, we are developing an
application that recognize the surrounding video and identifies the obstacles, and then warns
the visually impaired by a voice signal.

10. Specify the potential
areas of application in
industry/market in brief

This project is a social welfare based project, so there is no industrial or market applications.

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

This project is a specially created for the visually impaired, so there is no market potential in it.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010258

1. Name SNEKA N

2. Email Id snekan2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7094283059

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

EARLY PREDICTION OF PLANT DISEASE

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The uniqueness of our project is that we will predict the disease at the earliest stage before it starts
spreading using deep learning with high accuracy which is the need in todays agricultural field for the
farmers. And also we provide the steps or the methods in which the disease can be cured by using
organic farming method. Our system also recommend the appropriate bio-pesticides to cure the plant
disease where the model developed is capable of automate the process of spraying the appropriate bio-
pesticides with required level of dosage which makes the system more unique.

9. Concept &
Objective

To reduce this long process, we are developing a model which predicts the disease faster and accurately,
along with a recommendation of bio-pesticides or procedures to be followed to control the disease and
avoid loss to the farmer and increase production. Accuracy and time plays a major role in providing the
recommendations to farmers so we develop a machine learning model which uses deep learning to
provide high accuracy for disese prediction. The idea is to identify the type of disease which infects the
plant at an early stage and suggest an appropriate bio-pesticide or procedures to treat and control the
disease. The model will take a leaf image of the affected plant as a sample to examine the disease that
affected the plant. The image will be examined by to get accurate prediction of diseases by using deep
learning algorithm, After predicting the disease recommendations will be made on the basis of prediction
and to reduce the risk of the farmers the process of pouring of pesticides will be automated by sending
appropriate data to the sprayer which will complete the task with high accuracy and with uniformity.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

People may diagnose the plant illness using an innovative technique. Additionally, a lot of agricultural
workers lack of knowledge which is necessary to recognise a plant disease. Therefore, in order to assist
farmers, we created a model which enables them to recognise the type of diseases affected to the plant
and after diagnosing the disease our model will suggest the appropriate pesticide to treat the affected
plant. These kinds of initiatives will improve farming and plant species harvest.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

In Today world it is very difficult for the farmers to predict the disease in the plants at the early stage,if a
disease in a plant is identified at a early stage it can be easily controlled with less cost. As plant disease
reduces the yield and quality of a product, it causes heavy losses for farmers. Plant disease can be
predicted by analysing the visible symptoms of the plant. However, it might be challenging for an average
person to determine what kind of disease infected the plants. Basically, people are used to visiting the
agriculture office and waiting for a person to verify a crop to find the disease and a recommendation or
advice from the officer to take necessary action to control the disease . And there are several factors,
such as weather, rapid water wilting, fungus, and bacteria, that can cause a plant to get infected and it
takes a lot of time for the result to be predicted.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011088

1. Name GOWTHAM M

2. Email Id gowtham2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6381245845

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

ProboTechy-Institutional Transport Attendance Maintainer with Advanced AI

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In school/institution bus, there is no proper maintenance of attendance, hence, there is a possibility for
an unusual activity and anyone can pick up the children (kidnapping). • Finding it hard to choose a mode
of communication to ensure the safety of a kid. • We can’t able to locate them while dropping and picking
up the students. • There is no proper evidence about their dropping place as well as date and timing.

9. Concept &
Objective

It can send the alert notification to the parents and an organization. This reduces the risk of the
management on monitoring the students on daily basis. Bus records are maintained for all working days,
No manpower required-though it is a device there is no manpower is required, Content is reported to the
management every day. This proposed system can also send the whereabouts of any students to their
parents if that particular student has not gotten off the college/school bus in his usual/actual stop.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

All safety-conscious parents lookout for a solution on how to track their children, and that’s where a
school/college or any industrial transports looking for solution. A Institutional Transport Attendance
Maintainer with Advanced AI system provides you the live GPS location of the school/college bus and
tells you whether your child/student has boarded or stepped out of the bus, and at what time. All this
information can be accessed by parents from anywhere, be it their home or workplace. That’s the whole
beauty of an Institutional Transport Attendance Maintainer with Advanced AI system

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size :USD 1.78 billion in 2020 Market growth rate :CAGR of 12.3 from 2021 to 2028 Profitability
:USD 4.93 billion by 2028 Product and Consumer type :Institutional and public Transports
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011772

1. Name NAVANEETHA KRISHNAN P S

2. Email Id 927621bad034@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9087863860

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DACT Dactyloscopic Analysis for Customer Transactions

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

• Every person has the unique fingerprint pattern. If a person has a multiple bank account in various
banks in this method, the user can choose the particular bank and the user fingerprint to recognize the
identity of the particular user to do transaction.

9. Concept &
Objective

• In our day-to-day life, Many Peoples are forgotten to take their necessary things like ATM cards. So, we
can overcome this problem by without using ATM cards, instead of using ATM cards we can use
fingerprint to transfer, check balance and withdrawal the amount. This solution helps to withdraw an
amount at everywhere.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

• We are easy to transact the money, withdrawal the amount, check the balance without using ATM card.
It is differed from carry the ATM card to the shops. While we are forgotten to take the ATM card, we
cannot do any transaction

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

• It plays a major role in the area like shopping malls, Super market, Hotels, Petrol bunk, hospitals,
Theaters, etc.… in market. And also, in flip kart and amazon sellers and Zomato in Industries.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006846

1. Name Logith

2. Email Id logithdani0975@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383521065

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed idea/innovation Design and Fabrication of Hill climbing Vehicle (Dolly)

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

To replace the Load/Goods carrying on Hills side areas by humans...

9. Concept & Objective To replace the Load/Goods carrying on Hills side areas by humans...

10. Specify the potential areas of
application in industry/market in
brief

In sabarimala Temple, the dolly system is working On there the people suffer to do that
work . We try to reduce the work load on the people to give a good alternative .

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

In sabarimala Temple, the dolly system is working On there the people suffer to do that
work . We try to reduce the work load on the people to give a good alternative .
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013810

1. Name P.S.Sangeeth Raj

2. Email Id sangeethrajpsmkcecsbs2021@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9750936046

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-Festival

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

APPLICATION FOR ACCESING ALL TAMILNADU GOVERNMENT WEBSITES

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Since there is no specific application for accessing all the websites in a single touch. So I got an idea to
implement this, and also that now-a-days many people are approaching for government exams and they
feels difficult for applying and preparing for the examination like TNPSC Group exams,TET. The study
material for the exams are easily taken by the participants. The major uniqueness of this application is, it
is giving the full satisfaction to the people by providing the better experience of using government sites
and also that people pay for their study materials for group exams and for the classes. But here we are
going to provide the materials as well as the preparation classes in the individual segement named
“GOVT EXAM PREPARATIONS”. So that definitely people become satisfaction who are preparing for the
examinations. The next unique thing is just by one click they easily access the websites they want. For a
example :- “I need to apply for new smart card for my family. I am not familiar with these types of
websites. What will I do? I denfintily need for someone’s help. But if I am having this application I don’t
need to ask anyone for help. Yes, By doing simple steps I can get aware of applying for a new smart
card. Just opening the application and search “SMART CARD” I will get the interface smart card. By
clicking that I can able to access the link in the top of the interface.

9. Concept &
Objective

The solution for this difficulty is to make the users to access all the government websites in one
application. Not only application, we are also going to develop websites. So that people can’t afford
applicaition can use the URL and access the websites

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTORS

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

HELPS THE E SEVAI EMPLOYEES TO REACH THE PEOPLE EASILY
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN014649

1. Name M SARANKUMAR

2. Email Id sarankumarp480@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8680021099

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Implementation of PV based storage in Li-FePO4 battery for pesticide sprayer

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project instead of lead acid battery and lithium-ion battery we can use the LiFePO4 battery.
Because higher densities of energy and power in LiFePO4 it is light in weight and small in size. This in
turn makes lithium batteries more environmental-friendly than lead-acid batteries. LiFePO4 battery
operate ten times longer than lead-acid, resulting in fewer costs per kilowatt-hour. This battery have a
very low self-discharge rate.LiFePO4 battery have high charging rate comparing to lead-acid battery. It
has also some benefits include no maintenance and improved discharge and charge efficiency. The
Maximum power point trackingtechniques which are used in PV systems to increase the PV array output
power by tracking continuously the maximum power point depends on the panels of temperature . By
using this method we can improve our plant growth effectively. There is no need of power-point for
charging purpose is one of the newness of the innovation.For battery protection, we use the battery
monitoring system.And also we can have battery management system which is really used to measure
and control the cells voltage. It provides stability and reliability. It ensures the safety of the battery pack,
especially large format lithium-ion battery. This BMS enhances the life span of the battery cells in the
Pesticide sprayer. It also provides large filling hole for faster filling and easy cleaning.

9. Concept &
Objective

The main problem is relevant to the pesticide sprayer which is used for agricultural purpose.In previous
days,we use petrol engine pesticide sprayer pump have high speed which causes the quantity to be
highly drained not to the required limit. Lithium-ion batteries are extremely sensitive to high temperatures
and inherently flammable. These battery packs tend to degrade much faster due to heat, it will burst into
flames and cause widespread damage. In the recent days, the need for renewable energy sources is on
the rise because of the acute energy crisis in the world. All the sectors are using the renewable energy
sources to produce power for their own needs.Solar based pesticide sprayer pump is one of the
improved versions of the petrol engine pesticide sprayer pump. This project brings solar sprayer more
efficient in the working process such that the motor speed and the fast-charging mode. Additionally, it has
the safety protection for human by providing coolant water in the small storage of the sprayer. In this
project, we can use the MPPT charge controller which provides an increase in charging efficiency up to
30 percentage and it also has better lifetime period compared to PWM.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The proposed solution is different from a battery operated sprayer which has been based on the general
principle of spraying. This system is operated by direct current of battery and use pressure pump whose
flow liquid capacity is 7.5LPM at pressure 120PSI (8 bar).The developed product is varies with 10
percent increased durability. The implemented design is 40 percentage more than the existing system in
tank capacity.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size of the innovation is initially planned to focus the farmers belongs to one state. Market growth
rate is 40 percentage per year. Profitability is 15 percentage. Product and Consumer type of the idea is
Agriculture based product for Farmers.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010229

1. Name SRI DHARSHINII K R

2. Email Id tembler2001@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9080698573

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AR GADGETS

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

An immersive technology AR/VR have reached mass adoption levels, providing enhanced information
and data for a variety of work and leisure activities. The main aim of our project to implement in AR VR
technology for choosing a gadget in more efficient way has become more difficult nowadays. Several
products that are currently launching with immerse structure that can be clearly identified by our
technology. Purchasing mobiles on mobile marts becoming more harder, without a salesperson choosing
mobile became harder. To overcome these difficulties, the AR application is useful before purchasing on
mobile marts, they can use their own phone to scan the gadgets to understand an overview of the
electronic gadgets.

9. Concept &
Objective

In recent years, the costs associated with utilizing these technologies have come down considerably, and
in the case of AR, most smartphone users already have the technology required to participate resting in
their pockets. Smartphones are not the only devices that are AR capable for sure, but they do allow for
targeted app development without incurring the costs of excessive equipment purchasing. Tablets,
Computers, Smart Glasses, sensors, cameras, range finders, and other commonly used and traditionally
isolated devices also provide opportunities for deploying AR. This confluence of data on a superimposed
layer empowers the user to do more, do it safely, and do it more efficiently than ever before. we are
making use of technology which can provide the specifications of product when its scanned with the
APK, there will be video playing over the product, as the video we imported contains the major details of
the product. That will be much easy and faster when compared to an explanation from the salesman to
the consumer.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

As technology develops each and every day, there will be lots and lots of electronic gadgets innovated.
There will be a huge production of electronic gadgets, which may create a huge development in market
too. The proposed project deployed using Augmented Reality will be helpful for marketing basis both in
the retailers and for the common people. This will create a huge development in marketing field that uses
augmented reality instead recent methods of trading.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 1 million Market growth rate - 10 percentage per year Profitability - 25 percentage Product
and Consumer type - AR/VR Application and People
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010819

1. Name SURYA S

2. Email Id sankarsurya71@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7094947275

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Sustainable fashion

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

POWER GENERATION CIRCUIT USING PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

From the past few years the demand of low power electronic portable devices has been increased
rapidly. And there are very limited options to power these small portable electronic devices like alkaline
batteries or solar power etc. So here we are using a different method to generate small amount of power
which uses Piezoelectric sensor. Here we will build Power Generation Circuit using piezoelectric
transducer to generate electricity

9. Concept &
Objective

From the past few years the demand of low power electronic portable devices has been increased
rapidly. And there are very limited options to power these small portable electronic devices like alkaline
batteries or solar power etc. So here we are using a different method to generate small amount of power
which uses Piezoelectric sensor. Here we will build Power Generation Circuit using piezoelectric
transducer to generate electricity.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This kind of power generators are can be used in Institutions, Companies, Public gathering places such
as railways stations, bus terminals etc.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 300 ( Institutions and Industries) Market growth rate 50 percent Profitability 30 percent
Product and Consumer type Product: Piezo electric power Generator Consumer Type: Institutions,
Industries, Railway stations
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012740

1. Name Karthikeyan K

2. Email Id drkkarthy@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9944477213

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

IOT-GPS enabled smart garbage monitoring system

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The ever-growing global network of internet-connected objects now in use is referred to as the Internet of
Things (IoT). The Internet of Things market is expanding despite the current Covid-19 outbreak, and it is
predicted that by the end of 2025, there will be over 30 billion IoT connections. The enabling
technologies that hasten the creation and implementation of domain-specific IoT systems include
advanced smart sensors, big data, cloud computing, open-source server software, lightweight
communication protocols and web development tools. Design and build a prototype device for IoT-GPS
enabled garbage level monitoring system with automatic dustbin that can automatically monitoring the
garbage level, dustbin location and battery management of the smart dustbin. It also can detect the level
of the trash that inside the dustbin. The main objective of our project involves applying IoT technology
(electronics and applications) to the current urban waste management scenario and enables a two-way
communication between the infrastructures deployed in the city and the operators/administrators. A
centralized system for real-time monitoring is our goal to achieve. In this way both the municipal and
citizens benefit from an optimized system which results in major cost savings and less urban pollution.

9. Concept &
Objective

Design and build a prototype for an automatic dustbin that can automatically monitoring dustbin with
GPS location and battery management notification. It also can detect the level of the trash that inside the
dustbin.The main objective of our project involves applying IoT technology (electronics and applications)
to the current urban waste management scenario and enables a two way communication between the
infrastructures deployed in the city and the operators/administrators. A centralized system for real-time
monitoring is our goal to achieve. In this way both the municipal and citizens benefit from an optimized
system which results in major cost savings and less urban pollution.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

No matter how you look at them, Smart Bins make sense, and could be a real boon not just to smart
cities as a whole, but to all stakeholders in waste management, be it service providers, public and private
enterprises or environmental groups. Smart Bins help to create a cleaner, safer, more hygienic
environment and enhanced operational efficiency while reducing management costs, resources, and
road-side emissions. The Smart Bin is ideal for busy locations such as campuses, theme parks, airports,
railway stations, and shopping malls.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The globe generates 2.01 billion tons of urban solid trash per year, with at least 33 not being managed in
an ecologically sustainable manner. Global trash is expected to exceed 3.40 billion tons by 2050, more
than tripling population increase over that time period.The Global Smart Trash Bin Market size was
estimated at USD 266.51 million in 2020, is expected to reach USD 301.55 million in 2021, and projected
to grow at a CAGR of 13.48 reaching USD 569.33 million by 2026.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010378

1. Name PAVITHRA G

2. Email Id pavithraganesan07@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7548836195

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AR MENU CARD

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

It is one of the immersive technology used in restaurants menu card. Augmented Reality plays an
important role in developing technology and also helps increase the demand for a restaurant who use
new technology. When you visit a restaurant using such technology, you just have to place the
smartphone in front of the QR code which portrays the food image which pop-ups 3d modules of the
restaurant giving you the detail information of different varieties on your device. The aim of connecting
smartphones and Augmented Reality technology is huge using it in a proper way provide greater
benefits.

9. Concept &
Objective

Augmented Reality provides best solution for the menu card. This technology also allows the customer to
choose where to put the object in the actual world. Once the object has been placed in a camera scan
then it will be displayed accurately according to the display angle in the original picture. The proposed
system is used to resolve the problem of tracking and virtual gadget interaction. The main advantage of
the propounded work is mainly customer oriented and not product or service oriented thus allowing the
users to augment a product according to their wish. Our project provides smart menu card and recipe of
food ingredients with the help of interactive 3D model and graphics. We can use a Tablet or Smartphone
to display a 3D model. A person can access our application anytime and anywhere they want. You have
to download the application and physical image. Since most people use Smartphone, it would be less
costly for people and user friendly to interact with our application.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In the era of Food-Taster, every individual wants to taste every certain kind of food for the first time.
Customer is concerned about ingredients or curious about the cooking method of the food for his own
benefits. We order same dishes on every visit due to lack of knowledge. People know local dishes but
ignorant of regional dishes. People never get to know speciality of a particular restaurant. Lack of
understanding about different names of the same dish. Also many restaurants fail to accept new
technologies in marketing. Besides, the 3D model can generate the food texture. Meanwhile, the model
of food can also be deployed after generating the 3D model as just people seeing their model in mobile
phone. People can just imagine the texture of the food alone but they cannot realize the food how it looks
like.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 2 Million Market growth rate - 10 percent per Year Profitability - 25 percent Profit Product
and Consumer type - AR/VR Application and People.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010427

1. Name VIGNESH C

2. Email Id vigneshc2310@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6379280027

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Health Tracker using AI Technique

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The wearable belt is to sense the level of the health condition and monitor the patient. It is like a
wearable belt type and easy to wear. There was no need for the patient to carry the device. The special
feature of this project is the computer will show the status and also intimate the scheduling activity like
timings to take food and medicine. This information will be shared to the doctor also. If the patient has
any difficult condition, immediately the tracker will send alert information to doctor and relatives.

9. Concept &
Objective

The wearable form of health tracker belt is connected to the minicomputer and it shows the regular
health status. The Smart tracker has many potential capabilities, like message notifications, GPS
navigation, calendar synchronization and daily schedule . And of course, a Bluetooth connection to your
phone which helps you to call or send and receive messages. It also acts as a fitness tracker which can
count your footsteps, measure the distance covered, calories, monitors your heart, pulse rate, prior heart
attack tracks your sleep and even some smart tracker calculate other important metrics that you might
need.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our smart health tracker moto is to take care the aged people and to do first aid for the patient. This
health tracker is used to save the Superintendent Time. Smart Health Tacker project has many features
and also helps in monitoring the patient from long distance to Superintendent person.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 75 million(In India around 75 million aged people are in need support of another person for
leading their day today life) Market growth rate 40 percentage Profitability 10 to 20 percentage Product
and Consumer type Wearable belt / Senior Citizens
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011174

1. Name Balakumar M D

2. Email Id balakumarmd9344@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9344148948

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI based Gadget for visually challenged

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

There are many innovations already exists.There is an orcam device,which is used to read the text on
the books or notes . But,we are going to give a system with object detection in the spectacles,which can
detect the object in front of them and give the instruction to the user by speech.

9. Concept &
Objective

Concept of our project is AI based Gadget for visually challenged. The objective of our project is to help
the Blind peoples by detect the object the alert the user.It is help full for the blind people.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Every blind people need a good life lie others for that this project illustrates the guide for the blind people
to identify the things which is on the floor where they walk.we are planning to fix the camera in the
spectacles and alert them with voice system.They can use it through Earbuds,Headphones,etc..,This can
reduces the risk of blind people falling down by the interrupting things unknowingly.This proposed system
can also send the whereabouts of any abstacles of the people they face.Its is also used in hospitals for
the patients and and also used to others

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size :1 crore in 2020 Market growth rate : 10.8 Profitability : 50 crores by 2030 Product and
Consumer type :Institutional , public and hospitals.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011838

1. Name Sivaneshwaran S

2. Email Id sivanesh59200322@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9361196120

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SW Cars

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Our project like to E-vehicle car.but it is hybrid by using of S.W Technology, which is advanced and eco
friendly to our mother earth. The advantage of the car is, charging the car by the natural resource. The
two things of the nature resource we use to develop the project.They are, ? Solar Energy. ? Wind Energy.
By using the sunlight and by the wind we can charge the car. We are using solar panels to charge the car
by sunlight and We use the small turban which is connected to the small fans- wings to charge the car
battery. We can imagine the car move at the speed of 40kmh. In that speed we can get the wind by the
opposite direction. Our fixed fan started to spin by the wind and it produce an electricity and the
produced energy will be saved in the battery. We are producing two random of lithium-ion Battery.If the
one random of battery is fully charged , then the sensor intimate to charge the next random of battery.
Eventhough the car is run in the charged battery and the uncharged battery is started to charge while the
car is running. For emergency purpose we given a charging plug also. While the car is run.Due to the
charge of the battery .there is no damage or problem in the battery or car.Because we don’t run the car in
the same battery.We run the car in the charged battery. The uncharged battery is started to charged
while the car is run . By wind energy and solar energy the car started to charge in running. The car is in
the off

9. Concept &
Objective

To over come the above mentioned problem .we have done a project poroposal of SW CAR. It means we
use the natural sources of ? Wind Energy. ? Solar Energy. We convert wind and solar energy into
electrical energy and we save the energy into the battery.By the saved energy in the battery we can run
the car. By using the recommended resources to run the car, the natural resources and the ozone layer
don’t be get damaged .

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

E-vehicles

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size In India Electric Vehicle market size was estimated at USD 220.1 million in 2020 and is
expected to reach USD 383.5 million in 2021. Market growth rate The electric vehicle market in India is
expected to increase at a compounded annual growth rate of 49 per cent between 2021 to 2030 while
the EV segments volume may cross annual sales of 17 million by 2030 Profitability EV market in India
will be a US206 billion opportunity by 2030 if India maintains steady progress to meet its ambitious 2030
target. Product and Consumer type E-Vehicle and General Audience
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006754

1. Name SRIVISHNU R

2. Email Id srivishnuravanan@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8610664753

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District ARIYALUR

6. Idea Theme Organic composting

7. Title of proposed idea/innovation CHEMICAL COATED SHEET FOR SELF IGNITION OF
MATCHSTICK

8. Briefly explain newness/uniqueness of the innovation CHEMICAL COATED SHEET FOR SELF IGNITION OF
MATCHSTICK

9. Concept & Objective CHEMICAL COATED SHEET FOR SELF IGNITION OF
MATCHSTICK

10. Specify the potential areas of application in
industry/market in brief

CHEMICAL COATED SHEET FOR SELF IGNITION OF
MATCHSTICK

11. Briefly provide the market potential of idea/innovation CHEMICAL COATED SHEET FOR SELF IGNITION OF
MATCHSTICK
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006766

1. Name VISHNU M R

2. Email Id vishnumr572003@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6382617403

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF HEAT DISSIPATING SYSTEM FOR BATTERY IN E-VEHICLES BY CFD

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Nowadays, the E-Vehicles gets burst due to various reasons. One of the main reason is over-heating of
batteries. To reduce the heat produced in the battery, we have decided to incorporate a partial
refrigeration system in the battery system of E-Vehicle. In this we will be using different coolants,
propeller and pump arrangement and also several coolant tube arrangements to obtain effective cooling
of battery. Initially the design of our project will be done through fusion 360 and ansys software. The
design will be further developed into a prototype model tested and analyzed for further modifications.
When the highest efficiency achieved, our project will be successful and ready for production.

9. Concept &
Objective

Design of battery heat dissipation system for E-Vehicles using CFD.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Automobile industries, E-Vehicle manufacturers, Transport sector, Commercial and domestic vehicle.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Several automobile and E-Vehicle industries are eager to rectify the problem which we we have a
solution. Also in future people will be get benefitted through our project. Investors are ready to recognize
projects related to E-Vehicles.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010942

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Design and Development of Civil mapping system using Automation drone

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

the system had Real time 3D GPS mapping with Automation work.

9. Concept &
Objective

To design and implementation of Civil mapping system using drone

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Civil mapping detection like as in mining, Agricultural, power grid fault and Building Construction

11. Briefly provide the
market potential of
idea/innovation

Market Size is based on Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor
Testing and Data analysis Market growth rate is Land surveying and detection to identify land using GPS
Profitability Drones Can Lift It to Profitability. Product and Consumer type is on Portable and light weight.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010301

1. Name Mohan Kumar S

2. Email Id mohankumarcsbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9677587907

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme AVGC (Animation, Visual, Gaming, Comics)

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AR CUSTOM ARCHITECT

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

It is one of the immersive technologies which is used in Architecture. Here the user gets benefited by
choosing the paint for their house. These processes are done with the use of augmented reality which is
virtual but experienced as real. People can change their formats as per their desire. People after opening
an application, must detect a plane surface for the betterment of the target, the 3D building construction
will be visible to the user. They can experience a realistic feel of a building while they get into the
application. After they get into models, the user can change their design according to their style and can
fix the best paint in the wall of the rooms. The user can go through the design using our application.

9. Concept &
Objective

For the above problem statement, we give a solution Using “Augmented Reality”. By using Augmented
Reality, we develop a 3D model house as the user need to fulfil their dreams. Using AR, people view
their dream house virtually before construction. Using AR application, they can detect a plane and
explore a house virtually. Augmented Reality tools for the Architecture industry are getting increasingly
better and more optimized but in the recent years it is yet to reach widely in the market.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This AR Custom Architect helps in field of Construction Industries, for Civil Engineers, and Civil
department students. It helps the people and students to practice the construction in 3D and explore the
modifications in the construction model using a Custom Architect.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 2 million Market growth rate - 10 percentage Profitability - 25 Profit Product and Consumer
type - AR/VR Application and People.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010896

1. Name RAJKUMAR A

2. Email Id akrajkumarbtech@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8754043480

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Car Resale Market Value Prediction using Machine Learning

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project, various regression algorithms such as Support Vector Regression, Logistic Regression,
Random Forest Regression and Gradient Boosting Regression algorithms for developing Car resale
value prediction systems considering different features of the car. In a nutshell, car resale value
prediction helps the user to predict the resale value of the car depending upon various features like
purchase price of car, kilometers driven, fuel of car, year of purchase, horse power, fuel type, fuel
capacity and fuel efficiency. This resale value prediction system is made for general purpose to just
predict the amount that can be roughly acquired by the user. It tries to predict the amount of resale by
best 85 accuracy so the user can get estimated value here the car and doesnt make a deal in loss.

9. Concept &
Objective

With difficult economic conditions, it is likely that sales of second-hand imported (reconditioned) cars and
used cars will increase. In many developed countries, it is common to lease a car rather than buying it
outright. After the lease period is over, the buyer has the possibility to buy the car at its residual value,
i.e. its expected resale value. Thus, it is of commercial interest to sellers/finances to be able to predict
the salvage value (residual value) of cars with accuracy.In order to predict the resale value of the car, this
project is proposed as an intelligent, flexible, and effective system that is based on using regression
algorithms. Considering the main factors which would affect the resale value of a vehicle a regression
model is to be built that would give the nearest resale value of the vehicle. In this project various
regression algorithms such as Support Vector Regression, Logistic Regression, Random Forest
Regression and Gradient Boosting Regression algorithms with the best accuracy will be taken as a
solution, then it will be integrated to the web-based application where the user is notified with the status
of his product.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The potential areas of Car Resale Market Value Prediction application are Market Automobile Buyers,
Car Showrooms, common people who want to own a car, Car Salesman, Car Repair shops etc

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The potential areas of Car Resale Market Value Prediction application are Market Automobile Buyers,
Car Showrooms, common people who want to own a car, Car Salesman, Car Repair shops etc.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013149

1. Name KARTHICK B

2. Email Id karthickb.maths@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 8124374995

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District DINDIGUL

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Economic and environmental optimization on sustainable supply chain via metaheuristic technique under
uncertainty

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Some of the salient features of this model are: Industries are concerned with the current
hypercompetitive market scenario, and they have begun focusing on some environmental issues, such
as how they can reduce pollution levels in the environment. The industry can reduce global warming
levels automatically by using recycled green products without incurring additional costs for the carbon
footprint system. Even so, the amount of carbon and harmful pollutants emitted during the manufacturing
process. As a result, the industry has made no investment to reduce air pollution. When an industry uses
more than one form of transportation, it has some benefits in the corporate market because the firm can
determine which path has the lowest freight costs as well as the lowest fuel consumption during delivery
times. Consumer demands, on the other hand, are influenced by integrated transportation systems that
require maximum flexibility in the use of each mode at the moment. As a result, one of the most
significant aspects in mode selection is cost. Because each mode has its own pricing, competition
between modes is determined by the distance travelled, the quantity of goods moved, and the value of
the goods. If transport networks are not improved, the manufacturing market will be limited to a few
areas. As a result, industries would remain vulnerable. Hence, this work introduces sustainability
strategies to reduce the economic investment of an industry.

9. Concept &
Objective

In todays environment, most of the carbon emissions come from industries and their associated
transportation, however, development of a country without industries is impossible. Therefore, industrial
processes should be environmentally friendly, because greenhouse gases such as carbon emissions
increase the temperature of the earth. Also, a supply chain involves multiple processes from the initial
manufacturing stage of a product to its fully completed stage. Hence, it is imperative today to obtain
optimal results with sustainability in a manner that is both industrial and environmentally sound. This
project describes the mathematical inventory model with multiple supply chain players under sustainable
environment. Moreover, this research considers a multiple item, which is processed by multiple supply
chain players under uncertain demand. The supplier produces semi-finished products from raw
materials, which are subsequently shipped to the manufacturer. The manufacturer converts the semi-
finished products to finished products, then it moves for sale to the multiple retailer. In order to maintain
the sustainability, the carbon emission is controlled under each stages of production as well as the
transportation to the player. The main objective of this work is to maximum the profit function of the
supply chain as well as minimize the carbon emission.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In a rapidly changing and competitive environment, supply chain management assists organizations in
executing strategic purchasing for a long-term position in the market. Th establishments will be managed
more effectively by forming strategic alliances in the supply chain with facility management suppliers,
which will result in faster service delivery and increased efficiency. Procurement, Production, Inventory
Control, Sales Forecasting, Warehouse management, Logistics, and Client Service are the main
operational areas.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The estimated size of the worldwide supply chain management market in 2021 was USD 16.64 billion,
and it is anticipated to increase to USD 18.27 billion in 2022. The market growth rate can be 12. The
consumers of a good or service are either individuals or businesses.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011134

1. Name VIGNESH T

2. Email Id vignesht272001@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6383791977

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

CLOUD STORAGE AUDITING USING CRYPTOGRAPHY

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

It provides privacy preserving authenticated access control in cloud. However, the authors take a
centralized approach where a single key distribution center (KDC) distributes secret keys and attributes
to all users. Unfortunately, a single KDC is not only a single point of failure but difficult to maintain
because of the large number of users that are supported in a cloud environment. We, therefore,
emphasize that clouds should take a decentralized approach while distributing secret keys and attributes
to users.

9. Concept &
Objective

We propose a new decentralized access control scheme for secure data storage in clouds that supports
anonymous authentication. In the proposed scheme, the cloud verifies the authenticity of the series
without knowing the user’s identity before storing data. Our scheme also has the added feature of access
control in which only valid users are able to decrypt the stored information. The scheme prevents replay
attacks and supports creation, modification, and reading data stored in the cloud.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

We propose a new decentralized access control scheme for secure data storage in clouds that supports
anonymous authentication. In the proposed scheme, the cloud verifies the authenticity of the series
without knowing the user’s identity before storing data

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Authentication of users who store and modify their data on the cloud. The identity of the user is protected
from the cloud during authentication

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010444

1. Name ABINAYA P

2. Email Id abinaya26902@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7904837153

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOLAR POWER CONVERTER USING A PARTIAL POWER
SHADING CONDITIONS AND ITS MODELING

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Our project’s novelty is that we have introduced a simple, high efficient PPC converter under shading
conditions with MPPT control using PO algorithm desirable for medium to large scale PV systems. In
addition, the partial power processing as well as the MPPT control loop structure is used to improve the
efficiency. Photovoltaic (PV) power plants are multiplying in number as peak demand for energy rises
and natural fossil material used as a fuel for electricity generation declines. Natural fossils and resources
are becoming increasingly scarce. PV modules have their own set of advantages and disadvantages
when compared to other techniques of power generation. The significant characteristics are that PV-
based power generation facilities are more environmentally friendly and require less maintenance than
traditional methods of power generation. The PV-based power generating system has several
drawbacks, such as the PV panel under shadowing situations, damaged PV panels, PV panel aging, and
so on. This project explains the implementation and modeling of a new generation of converter known as
the Partial Power Converter (PPC). This converter operates under the normal condition of power
production as well as the Partial Shading Condition (PSC) of power production under the guidance of the
global tracking method, which is combined with the Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) algorithm,
when all modules do not get uniform solar irradiation

9. Concept &
Objective

This project explains the implementation and modeling of a new generation of converter known as the
Partial Power Converter (PPC). This converter operates under the normal condition of power production
as well as the Partial Shading Condition (PSC) of power production under the guidance of the global
tracking method, which is combined with the Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) algorithm. In our
project, PPC converter under shading conditions with MPPT control using PO algorithm desirable for
medium to large scale PV systems is introduced. Higher efficiency of the converter is accomplished
through partial power processing also through the collaborative operation of the converter along with
MPPT control loop structure. In addition, the overall efficiency of the plant was observed to be increased
by using MPPT. The Partial Shading Condition PV based MPPT algorithm gives better response and
overall system performance of our project increases when compared to the available partial power
converter and also the new system attains greater conversion efficiencies in comparison with the existing
configuration such as power stability, Peak overshoot, Undershoot and settling time.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The potential areas where our project has its applications are, in industries it can be used in the
brushless motors and then, it also has its application in Electric Vehicles and so on.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

A new topology of Converter which is used by industrial consumersand so on. Our innovation is that we
have introduced a simple, high efficient PPC converter under shading conditions with MPPT control
using PO algorithm desirable for medium to large scale PV systems. In addition, the partial power
processing as well as the MPPT control loop structure is used to improve the efficiency.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011251

1. Name Harikishore

2. Email Id 927621bal013@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9597989705

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Cloud Computing

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AUTOMATED CHEQUE PROCESSING

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

It replaces the manual work to an automated processing of cheque. It saves the time taken to process
the cheque manually.

9. Concept &
Objective

The bank employees spent time on processing the manual cheque daily and it is time consuming.
Anyone can handle this issue very easily and ina time efficient way. An AUTOMATED CHEQUE
PROCESSING system is proposed to process the cheque automatically so that it eliminates human
effort. It avoids human effort and improve the efiiciency of employees working time.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Now days people are suffer to withdraw their money in the bank by using normal cheque processing and
bank employees are too suffering by this issue.By Delevoping our Innovative project it can reduce bank
employee stress and time. The Automated System will recognize and extract Account Number, Payee
Name, Amount and Signature,etc . It will process data with more accuracy and privacy.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 44.23 crore Market growth rate : 10.72 percent until 2022 Profitability : 694 billion Product
and Consumer type: Bank Account Holders of India

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010928

1. Name SA RAGUL

2. Email Id ragulsa2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9486279029

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed idea/innovation BLOOD DONOR SERVICE

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

We inegrate a chatbot instead of searching and calling the donor from the hospital side ,
this chatbot is program to send a messege to the particular blood group donors

9. Concept & Objective We make a web application to secure the donors details and integrate a chatbot to find
the donor those who are willing and available at the right time

10. Specify the potential areas of
application in industry/market in
brief

It focus on the medical side . the website contains the detail of the donors

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

Market Size- Everytime Market growth rate- Rise on deployment Profitability- Profit by
getting adds on the website Product and Consumer type- Hospitals and blood banks

12. Uploaded Proposal View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010860

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Design and Development of Unmanned IoT Drone Doctor

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The working progress of product 1. Tablets counting 2. Expiry date detecting 3. Easily delivery to
customers 4. Real time operation of medicine transport to patient

9. Concept &
Objective

To Design and Implementation of Unmanned IoT Drone Doctor.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Unmanned Medicals and Quick tablets delivery system will be implement in hospitals or emergency
places, when depositing cash through online.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size is Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor Testing
and Data analysis. Market growth rate is In rural area, Medicine Distribution time is 50seconds and In
Urban Area, Medical medicine Distribution is 30 seconds, due to Customer satisfaction Profitability is
abed on Profit that can be get Maximum Grow up to 50000 / day. Product and Consumer type is based
on Automation setup of Tiny Drone in medical shop and Database of tablets stored in a server using
Raspberry pi4.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011077

1. Name Imran Farhath A

2. Email Id farhathimran462@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8870170120

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Rental Wheels

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In todays market, we have many availability for rental vehicle but they have solutions for only those who
needs vehicle for rental and not for those who is ready to give their vehicle for rental. Our product gives
solution to those who is ready to give their vehicles. Other products are in range of some particular
districts or state but our product gives range of all over country. Those who gives vehicle for rental can
track their vehicle by their mobile.

9. Concept &
Objective

To avoid these transportation problems, we are here to introduce our online technology on vehicle rental
system to overcome this problem. Our technology gives solution to those who needs rental vehicle to
travel and those who are not using their vehicle can rent their vehicle to us. By this both can be
benefited. Here our technology will act as bridge between two type of users.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Safety in Transportation and Industry

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As we know, In todays world we need a vehicle to travel various places. For this public transport is not as
good as own vehicle. Some has issues like not have their own vehicle and some has their own vehicle
but not in use. To solve these problems we are here to introduce our idea about rental vehicle system. In
this vehicle system, those who needs vehicle to travel and those who is ready to give their vehicle for
rental can use our technology. Our technology is like a bridge between two users. We have branches in
every district in our country. If any issues happened during their ride, they can rectify it in any branch of
our company. Requirements for those who are ready to give their vehicle for rental: Vehicle should be in
good condition. Vehicle owner should give proper specifications and details of their vehicle. Owner
should change white board to yellow board. Owner should have proper documentation and claim
insurance for their vehicle. They should handover their vehicle in our branch which is located in their
district in our country. Requirements for those who needs vehicle for rental : Those who need rental
vehicle should have driving licence and one extra ID proof. If any damage or problem occurs in vehicle,
he/she should repair it with his/her own cost. He/she should pay their rental fee only in online platform.
He/she should takeaway their rental vehicle only in our branch located in their district.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006815

1. Name KARTHICK.P

2. Email Id karthickpandian222@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9524122055

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Fabrication of air power vehicle

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

An electric powered vehicle has a bank of batteries that runs the entire vehicle. This work focuses on
charging the batteries of the vehicle on the run. This is done by capturing the wind that acts opposite of a
moving car. There is always the flow of wind as long the cars moves with a speed. A wind turbine is
mounted on the front of the vehicle to receive wind. The generator produces electricity from the wind and
stores them in another battery. The vehicle moves with the pre-charged battery and a voltage sensing
circuit is placed on one or more batteries of the vehicle to detect the drop in voltage. In such case the
reservoir battery that gets charged through wind switches the position with the low voltage battery and
continues to run the vehicle while the other battery gets charged. This process can go on until the vehicle
comes to stationary. While one of the limitations of the electric vehicles is their short travel range
compared to their excessive charging time. The travel range can be extended by charging the battery on
the motion. This paper mainly focuses on the design of the wind powered car and to determine the power
required for driving the system.

9. Concept &
Objective

Abstract: An electric powered vehicle has a bank of batteries that runs the entire vehicle. This work
focuses on charging the batteries of the vehicle on the run. This is done by capturing the wind that acts
opposite of a moving car. There is always the flow of wind as long the cars moves with a speed. A wind
turbine is mounted on the front of the vehicle to receive wind. The generator produces electricity from the
wind and stores them in another battery. The vehicle moves with the pre-charged battery and a voltage
sensing circuit is placed on one or more batteries of the vehicle to detect the drop in voltage. In such
case the reservoir battery that gets charged through wind switches the position with the low voltage
battery and continues to run the vehicle while the other battery gets charged. This process can go on
until the vehicle comes to stationary. While one of the limitations of the electric vehicles is their short
travel range compared to their excessive charging time. The travel range can be extended by charging
the battery on the motion. This paper mainly focuses on the design of the wind powered car and to
determine the power required for driving the system. Index Terms: Wind turbine, generator

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

of alternate energies used in automobiles is popular nowadays such as solar powered, hybrid and plug-in
hybrid. Electric vehicles are now slowly replacing petroleum vehicles. The pollution caused by the
internal combustion vehicles is very high. Here the need for completely sustainable and pollution free
energy powered vehicles comes into role. The wind energy is free, sustainable, inexhaustible and
abundantly available in the air. Asia is the fastest growing region in terms of wind energy where China
being the world’s largest wind energy producer with 145,362 MW. A wind turbine is a device that
converts kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical energy and into electricity using a generator 3.
Electric cars are becoming popular as an alternate to gasoline vehicles to reduce pollution. But a
drawback of electric cars are their shorter range in travel comparatively. The average travel distance on
an electric powered vehicle is less than of a gasoline vehicle. The
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

This project uses a two way hybrid mobile charger. It uses both solar and wind as their energy sources.
Solar can be used during day time and while we are still. While the wind energy method can be used
while travelling, keeping the fan near the vehicle window panel or somewhere and night time where there
is no sunlight. They both have AC charger input option within it. A small computer cooling fan is attached
to a dc motor to generate electric current through wind power. This method will bring a great change
among the non- conventional energies as they can be widely used.N.S. Hanamapure, Ajit B. Bachche
2013 4 According to the research wind energy can be utilised in a moving vehicle. For this purpose small
CPU fans having DC motors are mounted on the bumper of the vehicle. This motor when used in reverse
generates electricity. This electricity can either be used to charge the vehicle’s battery system or can be
used for various other electrical systems such as lights etc. Several small fans are used for this purpose.
This method boosts the vehicle’s fuel efficiency by cutting down the electrical usage from the fuel in an
eco-friendly manner. 50W of power could be withdrawn when the car moves with the velocity of
100kmph. With this p

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN006761

1. Name LOGESH S

2. Email Id 20bme4045@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 6369855223

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

MULTI PURPOSE SEED INSIDE MACHINE WITH PLOUGH

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

India is an agricultural country cultivating more number of ground nuts, corns, etc., in the village sides of
the country. The available sowing machines are imported from foreign countries. Theimported machines
are not only bulk in size but also costing around rupees one lakh. In this project an attempt has been
made for the design and fabrication of maintenance free multipurpose sowing machine exclusively for
small farmers at cost not exceeding rupees 6000 per unit. The different components of above
multipurpose sowing machine are modeled using one of the end parametric modeling software Pro-E
creo parametric 2.0. The modeled components are fabricated and assembled together to form a
complete machine.

9. Concept &
Objective

The utility model relates to a multipurpose seeding machine, particularly a multipurpose seeding machine
capable of undertaking the seeding operation of various crops, which belongs to the technical field of
seeding machines. The utility model structurally comprises a hanging frame, a seeder and a land wheel,
wherein the seeder is composed of a seed box, a seed discharging box and an opening share, and a
seed discharging wheel is arranged in the seed discharging box a wheel shaft of the land wheel and a
wheel shaft of the seed discharging wheel are in chaindriven connection the improved opening share, the
improved seed discharging box and the improved hanging frame can be fixedly connected in the mode of
displacement a positioning catch hoop is additionally arranged on the wheel shaft of the seed
discharging wheel. The installing positions of the opening share and the seed discharging box in the
utility model can be changeably regulated on the hanging frame, and the seed discharging wheel can be
moved and fixed on the wheel shaft of the seed discharging wheel through the positioning catch hoop so
that the number and the space of seeders can be regulated according to the planting requirements of
different crops. The utility model has the capability of meeting the seeding use requirements of various
crops, such as cotton, corn, peanuts, soy beans, etc., and has the advantages of multifunction and
investment cost reduction on agricultural implements. The utility model is espe

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Multi-purpose seed planter Technical field The utility model relates to crop seeding machinery, and
especially direct-connecter planter belongs to technical field of seeders. Background technology Direct-
connecter planter is mainly by hanger bracket, compositions such as seeder, land wheel.The structure of
seeder is, seeds box is last, and plough is following, and seeds discharging box is in the centre, seed
enters seeds discharging box by seeds box, drop in the seeds discharging box in the planting hole on the
seed wheel wheel face, when planting hole rotated to lower position with seed wheel, seed came off
under action of gravity voluntarily, enter in the fistulae in the plough, in the groove of leaving along
fistulae landing to plough, when motor vehicle traction hanger bracket moved ahead, land wheel drove
the wheel shaft rotation of seed wheel by chain drive.In the above-mentioned direct-connecter planter,
the quantity of seeder and position promptly sow line number and line space is fixed.The direct-
connecter planter that this kind seeder number of locations is fixing, can only the special plane special
use, can not realize the sowing user demand of multiple kinds of crops by purchasing a sower, the
normal investment that therefore increase farm machinery, so the above-mentioned direct-connecter
planter of reply improves, and makes it to overcome above-mentioned defective.
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Seed drill machines are mainly used for seed plantations in an agricultural setting at a fixed depth and
distance, which lead to boosting farm productivity. Uneven seed sowing can affect the growth of crops,
making them undernourished because of lack of appropriate minerals and sunlight. Seed drill machines
are being increasingly adopted as a significant percentage of the population is migrating to non-farm job,
leading to lack of availability of required labour.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010599

1. Name Ganesh kumar S

2. Email Id ganeshsuresh880@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9965427822

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Layering of Bank accounts

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The objective of our project is if any suspect had money transaction we can access their bank account,
common account and destination account. If any transaction from source account to common account, to
get a source account and common account information. If transaction is late from common account
transaction to destination account, to hold the process. If any transaction from common account to
destination account, to get a destination account information . To collect all the transaction account
details. ?And sorting of data into District and Police Station wise.

9. Concept &
Objective

Then an inter linkages be established with different bank data linked with each other. The solution must
be able to highlight common bank accounts (source/destination) in case it gets reflected into different
bank account statements. Result (expected) Police can achieve different layers of money trail/movement
how money went from one bank account to another. Also helping us with details of source and
destination accounts.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

BANK-To multiple account users, joint account users and single account user for security purpose.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Over Five million users will get benefited using this tool. This will provide a profitability of 30 percentage.
The market growth rate is over 20 percentage.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010731

1. Name Vinothkumar L

2. Email Id vinothlogu9777@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8825537964

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

VIRTUAL SHOPPING

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Nowadays these peoples lack interest in buying products in shopping malls or departmental stores
Instead of that they buy products online through applications. The project will enhance the experience of
shopping in Virtual Reality. Using this the users can visualize the experience of a shopping mall.

9. Concept &
Objective

“Virtual Reality Market” - We designed and implemented a high-speed virtual reality online shopping
environment. We tried to retain the benefits of online shops, such as exploring functionality and
availability, while equally focusing on the shopping experience and immersion. By touching three
dimensions, virtual reality provides a more advanced form of visualization, which can enhance customer
satisfaction and shopping experience. Model-based on customer satisfaction, performance, and user
preference.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

It is used among commoners. And also, in several shopping malls to promote their business widely.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 1 million Market growth rate - 10 per year Profitability - 25 Product and Consumer type -
AR/VR application and Customer

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011229

1. Name DHARANITHARAN K

2. Email Id prakashramesh81706@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9360057120

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

ONLINE CORONA TRACKER

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

online corona tracker, organizations can respond virtually to the COVID19 pandemic and protect,
educate and care for citizens in the community in a quick and effective manner. This comprehensive
solution not only helps in containing the virus but also proactively empowers both citizens and care
providers to minimize the spread of the virus through targeted strategies and education. One of the key
areas of focus has been the deployment of telemedicine. In addition to that this web application will be
helpful for both uploading and viewing the information about the patients

9. Concept &
Objective

The purpose of outputs has been understood and the efficiency of information contained covid status and
the case in the district wise scheduled region should be analysed and conformed. The newly confirmed
cases and the recovered cases and the death case all of them can be seen in the output design. An each
district wise reports that can be generated are the main output. Output design is considered as the main
output which the outcome of the project is visualized in the UI. The ui can be designed with the PHP as
the frontend and my SQL as the backend. The backend can be used to store the data and the records.
The total covid maintained records are stored in the MYSQL

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

ADMIN MODULE In the admin module the admin can add the particular details of the district and the
staffs. Th4e reports of each of them can be viewed in the admin menu .the admin can able to edit or
delete the necessary information of the staff or the district. STATUS MODULE In the status module
otherwise called as report module the district wise report can be viewed with the active cases and the
recovered case along with the death case all of the cases can be seen in the status or report module
STAFF MODULE In the staff module the staff can add the patient with the date, patient name, age ,
gender , district and the other details can be added in the staff module the details the staff who is going
to enter will be shown in the status module.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

This Project can be used by 1.5 lakhs people. The profitability of this project is 50(percentage)

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010923

1. Name JIDENDIRAN R

2. Email Id jidendiransoft@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9789648469

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AR PHYSIOTHERAPY

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

AR is like a dream where we could not able to feel the thing that is all happening over there but could
able to experience every moment in that environment. Augmented Reality is a blend of physical and
digital worlds, unlocking the links between human, computer, and environment interaction. This new
reality is based on advancements in computer vision, graphical processing power, display technology,
and input systems. AR provides the benefit of inculcating virtual objects and environments into our world
and making us experience it without any external tools except for hardware.

9. Concept &
Objective

In general, many virtual reality applications are there for experiencing the places like Physiotherapy, Art
galleries. But they lack the main thing which is interactivity. This interactivity helps the user to experience
that they are really in Physiotherapy. Instead of just sitting and swiping the application, our system
enables the user to roam in the real world to savvy the virtual world. It enables the user to navigate
through Physiotherapy and to know more about the items that are present in it. Another thing is that not
only the user will experience that they are inside the holistic. So together they will increase the can help a
person with change negative thought patterns. This augmented reality application will create the
experience for the user with the presence of real-world objects just by detecting any plane surface using
hardware.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Many approaches to therapy are integrative in nature,meaning they combine more than one type of
therapy.Studies on these types of therapy have found that they are effective at helping clients improve
from range of physical concerns.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - 1 Million Market growth rate -10 percent per Year Profitability 25 percent profit Product and
Consumer type - AR/VR Application and People.

12. Uploaded
Proposal

View/Download
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011899

1. Name SOWNDHAR

2. Email Id 927621BAD050@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 8248871787

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI BASED AQUA SINCHAEE MODEL

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

• The uniqueness of our project is that we provide different level of irrigation for different types of crops
and in different type of soil. • And also, we provide the same in the LCD display or by app for the farmers
to get an overview of their field. • Our system also recommends the appropriate fertilizers to get a good
yield. which makes our project unique.

9. Concept &
Objective

• In today’s world, farmers struggle to irrigate their vast field. Proper irrigation management is required to
maintain adequate soil moisture in the crop root zone for healthy plant growth and optimum yield. • Over
irrigation damages the plant and reduces the yield. Over most of the farmers were migrating to popular
cities and due to migration the were keeping the land as waste and not do agriculture in it. • To control
over irrigation, automated irrigation system can be used at anywhere by irrigating the plants, making
overview of plants growth too. However, it might be challenging for an average person to determine the
needed humidity level for various crops. • To reduce this long process, we came up with a model which
provides the suitable water supply for various crops and maintains the humidity level.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

• People may irrigate using their knowledge. Additionally, a lot of agricultural works are in lack of
knowledge as how to irrigate a plant in proper ratio. • Therefore, in order to assist farmers, and strangers
those who were completely without the knowledge about agriculture, people those who migrate to other
places may get beneficial by our project. • we created a model which enables them to automatically
irrigate the land itself and give the complete growth and humidity details of a land These kinds of
initiatives will improve farming and plant species harvest.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size US 80.8 Million Market growth rate 4.0 Profitability US 60.7 Million Product and Consumer
type Agriculturally based users
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011059

1. Name Raghu Sastha PM

2. Email Id 927621bal037@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 6381684309

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AI BASED-OBJECT DETECTION AND TRACKING USING VIDEO SURVEILLENCE

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Object tracking will play a important role in modern days and by the help of this project we can prevent
thefting and also many important informations and items needed .By using multiple cameras we can
track the exact location of the object and reduce thefting , unwanted casualties .It will reduce some major
hardworks done by people such as AI Based-Object Detection and Tracking In Video Surveillance police
department(which monitor everything by their own video surveillance)

9. Concept &
Objective

Object Detection and Tracking Using Video Surveillance objective : To track object using multiple
cameras to pinpoint exact location and movement of the object

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Banks Traffic signals Popular industries(without proper security)

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 40 billion USD Market growth rate : 5-5.6 billion USD per annum Profitability : 78.7 billion
USD by 2027 Product and Consumer type : Popular Industries

12. Uploaded
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN014355

1. Name Hariharasudhan B N

2. Email Id hariharasudhankrr@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6380032248

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

E AGRICULTURAL MONITORING USING AURDINO SENSORS

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project, we are using aurdino sensors with programmed application using server for monitoring the
entire agricultural system with the aim of reducing the man power and cost. We are some sensors like
“line flowing sensors, optical sensors, electro chemical sensors, electro-chemical sensors, humidity
sensors, soil moisture sensors, air-flow sensors. We are monitoring the entire acres of farm land with line
flowing sensors to examine the faults and flows in the farm land. With the help of moisture sensor, we
can find the moisture of the farm or land whether there is need of water, we can get notification and
buzzer alarm from application which we was programmed and then we can control the watering system
using the application. If there is enough amount of water, again we can get alarm notification, then we
can turn off the motor using our application. With the help of airflow sensors, we can analyze the what
type of air content present in and around the farm (soil). The temperature and humidity sensors helps us
to detect the temperature of the surrounding, the soil humidity, if there is exceed point of temperature and
humidity, we can get alarm. Optical sensors helps us to detect the real time data of crops and soil
contents. Electro-chemical sensors is used to give the information about pH value and nutrition content
of the soil. We can apply, control all this sensors and getting alarm notification through the application
which is specially created for this project.

9. Concept &
Objective

Entire agricultural eco system will be monitored and controlled under one roof using an mobile
application which involves various sensors.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

As it is involving various sensors and budling of mobile application it has scope in industries like IT and
Electronics.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size : 8 crore farmers Market growth rate : 10 percent annually
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Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011209

1. Name Harisaikumar R

2. Email Id 20bcb4012@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9944928332

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Machine learning techniques in supply chain management

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This innovation performs a comparative analysis of forecasting the distorted demand signals in the
extended supply chain using non-linear machine learning techniques. Mostly this focuses on forecasting
the demand at the upstream end of the supply chain. The main challenge lies in the distortion of the
demand signals which is not easy.

9. Concept &
Objective

Collaboration across the supply chain aims to increase prediction accuracy as one of its main goals.
Since it was previously said that it is not always viable to have the members of a supply chain collaborate
fully as a team, it is crucial to research if it is possible to for see the distorted demand signal in the
extended a supply chain without information from partner(s) other. Consequently, while decreasing.
Although the prices of the entire extended supply chain are not the primary focus of our study, we do feel
that ultimately, higher-quality forecasts will result to cost reductions overall. The use of simulation
techniques has demonstrated that artificial agents based on genetic algorithms can accomplish goals at
lower costs than people.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The potential area of application is that Predictive Analytics. Automated Quality Inspections For Robust
Management. Real-Time Visibility To Improve Customer Experience. Streamlining Production Planning.
Reduces Cost and Response Times. Warehouse Management. Reduction in Forecast Errors. Advanced
Last-Mile Tracking.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size:1,50,000 Market growth rate:12 percentage Profitability:40 percentage Product and
Consumer type:Online Customers
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009686

1. Name R RAJA GURU

2. Email Id rajaguru.rama@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 7010667559

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Disaster Management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Early stage Fire detection in Surveillance Zone using Convolutional Neural Network

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The proposed approach using graph drawing algorithm and GPU Implementation to prevent false
positive values and analysed the accuracy speed and memory consumption for this process. Also
studied fire detection method in different type of CNNs and image processing algorithm. We framed an
algorithm for image processing and CNN for fire detection for modern methodology go with Wifi Camera
and cloud storage and perform the following metrics. 1. Avoid the fire accidents scenario. 2.
Improvement in surveillance category. 3. Preventing the loss of lives during fire incidents. 4.
Improvement in alerting the designated departments for undertaking quick measures. 5. Accurate and
faster output results in saving people lives. 6. Early detection of fire is possible, and it can help the
relevant department to put out the fire before it event starts. 7. Faster detection rate helps maintaining
the ecology without any damages.

9. Concept &
Objective

Fire accident is one of the worst and dangerous incidents. This disaster should be prevented people
safety and economical loses. To prevent this disaster many researcher working with latest techniques to
improve the effectiveness of the process in fire detection approach in image capturing, image processing
and CNN implementation. But still there will be the propabilty of occurance for the following metrics 1.
False positive rate is high due to differential scenario from a fire accident. 2. The performance of the
system is dropped low while the system is deployed in low powered devices. 3. The background
subtraction method cannot actively detect the change in the feed because of its complex algorithms. 4.
87 of the results were false positives as the detection using statistic color model was not convincing and
a complex modification of data search was required.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The proposed early stage fire detection in surveillance zone using convolutional neural network may be
useful in different application 1. Firecracker Manufacturers 2. Matchbox Manufacturing Business 3. IT
Sectors – Company Buildings 4. Forset Area 5. Commercial Buildings 6. Education Building
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11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The graph drawing gives us brightness, noise, hue, saturation, density, intensity etc. All these data will be
presented in a graph / line form. The training of datasets involves 5000+ images of fire presence, early
stages of fire and absence of fire. With Tensor Flow and pytorch the trained data sets does not lose their
quality as their pixels are retained. Next after the pooling it proceeds to the next phase of
implementation. After the implementation process a final layer of finished feed is tested out using
different situations and various parameters. The result will be of different percentages for different feed
tested. The percentage includes for the parameter Fire, No Fire and Starting of fire. With all the data sets
trained this will be able to identify the potential outcome one way or the other. i.e., whether there is a fire
or not that is about to start. With the usage of the CNN for fire detection the outcomes will be a possible
92 accurate when compared with previous methods such as background detection and heuristic based
threshold values which promised 100 success rate but failed as they produced success rate of 23 and 33
respectively.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013722

1. Name Dharani.R

2. Email Id dharaniravi13@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9344146149

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

cervical cancer classification using ANN

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Detecting cervical cancer at the earlier stage with clinical imaging techniques using artificial neural
network

9. Concept &
Objective

Artificial neural network (ANN) plays an important role in many medical imaging applications. The
detection of cervical cancer cells uses an ANN for classifying the normal and abnormal cells in the cervix
region of the uterus. Cervical cancer detection is very challenging because this cancer occurs without
any symptoms. The classification between the normal, abnormal and cancerous cells is identified by
using an artificial neural network which produces accurate results than the manual screening methods
like Pap smear and Liquid cytology based (LCB) test. The ANN uses several architectures for easy and
accurate classification of cervical cells. In this project, a brief description about the working and detection
of cervical cancer is presented which is useful for the classification of normal and abnormal cervical cells.
The stipulated accuracy of this is 85 much higher than other manual methods.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In less developed countries 5,28,000 women are dying because of this cancer at later stage so in order
to detect cancer at earlier stage hospital sector sectors can use this application

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

this application provides high potential for hospital sectors for curing cancer patienst at the earlier stage.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013233

1. Name Abisheck s

2. Email Id sekarabisheck@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9597705673

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Low-cost Indigenous Digital Healthcare System

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

COVID-19 CURED DATA VIZUALIZATION USING LINEAR REGRESSION

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The Linear Regression is used in this project for solving Regression problems that is when the output
variable is a real or continuous value. we are going to use Plot module, which is a great visualization tool
in python, in order to plot some insightful and intuitive graphs to answer the questions. Out of this
visualization we can also predict the overall medicinal supplies and requirements necessitated in that
geographical area along with the detailed analysis of severity of infection spread.

9. Concept &
Objective

Visualizing pattern aims at providing the detailed insightful information and intuitive graphs to answer the
questions regarding infections and cured rate in that geographical arena. This in turn helps in predicting
the overall medicinal supplies and requirements necessitated in that geographical area along with the
detailed analysis of severity of infection spread.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In our project we use Linear Regession algorithm so it is simple to implement and easier to interpret the
output coefficients. The Linear Regression is used in this project for solving Regression problems that is
when the output variable is a real or continuous value. This algorithm is the best to use because of it’s
less complexity when compared to other algorithms. The aim of this project is to develop a system which
can analyze and compare the data(Cured Rate, Death Rate, Date) state wise using LR Algorithm. In this
project , we will compare that state wise actual data and predicted data. we will provide the same data to
our machine learning model to visualize the data as graph format and for that we will be using the covid-
19 India Dataset. In this project we are going to use COVID19 dataset that consists of the data related to
cumulative number of confirmed, recovered and deaths cases. This dataset answers the following
questions as, • How does the Global Spread of the virus look like? • How intensive the spread of the
virus has been in the countries? • Does Covid-19 national lockdowns and self-isolations in different
countries have actually impact on COVID19 transmission? With all these answers obtained out of
processing the Dataset we will be capable of proceeding with further supplies required in that arena.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

This act of regulating the functionalities of a state in turn it will create a great impact in the economic and
productive growth of an entire Nation. Despite the scale of the pandemic, additional budgetary allocation
to various social safety measures has been relatively low in India compared with other countries.
Although the country might look comparable to the reference group in non-health sector measures, the
additional health sector fiscal measures are less than half those in the reference group.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010216

1. Name JEEVITHA K

2. Email Id jeevithak2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 6369085310

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SMART SELF SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

There are several apps and devices that exist in women safety problems. Those devices depend only on
the mobile app to send/receive messages. This project is going to propose a wearable safety device
which operates automatically to track the location of a person who is in an emergency situation. This
system sends alert messages to the caretakers and it does not depend on any mobile devices or
applications.

9. Concept &
Objective

Women safety in India is a big problem, Safety of women matters a lot whether at home, outside the
home or working place. Women generally are afraid to go alone outside. It is a very sad reality of the
country that women citizens are living with fear . Personal safety of women is important for every Indian
citizen. This project helps us to pass information about an emergency situation to known persons through
SMS/Mail.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Women’s safety devices Patient’s health monitoring Tracking and surveillance

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - USD 30.4 Billion Market growth rate - CAGR of 7.1 at 2022 Profitability - Around 25 at least
on each watch (forecast period 2020 – 2027) Product and Consumer type - Wearable / All sorts of Public
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010848

1. Name MONIKA P

2. Email Id monikapandiyan003@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8270713138

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

IMPLEMENTATION OF WIRELESS CHARGING SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
APPLICATIONS.

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

In this project we implemented Resonant wireless transfer system for vehicle charging.Also,
Electromagnetic principle has been used. Electric vehicles are seen as an alternative option in response
to the depletion of resources. In order to increase the use of EVs in daily life, practical and reliable
methods to charge batteries of EVs are quite important, accordingly wireless power transfer is
considered as a solution to charge batteries. Plug-in Electric Vehicles are burdened by the need for cable
and plug charger, galvanic isolation of the on-board electronics, bulk and cost of this charger and the
large energy storage system packs needed. But by using Wireless Charging system‘s Wireless charging
opportunity. It Provides convenience to the customer, inherent electrical isolation, regulation done on grid
side and reduce on-board ESS size using dynamic on-road charging.

9. Concept &
Objective

The use of EVs’ among people is reaching a new records but the only issue with EVs’ are charging
batteries. Charging batteries with cables usually create tripping hazards, waiting at charging stations for
long time, risk of damaged cables and high cost.With the implementation of wireless charging system, no
more waiting at charging stations for hours, just get parking it on parking spot or by parking at your
garage or even while driving the electric vehicle. It also reduce time consumption, and a great solution to
range anxiety.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The main objective of our project is to design and develop antenna system suitable for vehicle using
resonant magnetic coupled wireless power transfer technology to electric vehicle charging system.
Application of WPT in EVs provides a clean, convenient and safe operation. At the core of the WPT
systems are primary and secondary coils. These coils construct a loosely coupled system where the
coupling coefficient is between 0.1-0.5.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size Public and Industrial Sectors Market growth rate 20 per Year Profitability 15 to 25 Product
and Consumer type Wireless charger for Electric Vehicle / Public and Industrial Sectors
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012663

1. Name BHARATH A

2. Email Id bharathanbarasu2954@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8940758349

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Go everywhere from where you are - METATOURISM

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Even this form of travel is incredibly novel and distinctive.We organise centres with meta tourism facility
to explore the world with in a single premises.Even people with disabilities can use our centres to travel
the globe. Travel time is a major aspect that affects tourism our idea can eliminate it.Our goal is to use
metaverse to bring about a new revolution in travel. They can travel to remote locations while yet feeling
at home, checking off the spots on their bucket list that they could never visit. Our centres will have
sufficient suits and food according to the place they visit and we organise our ambiance according to
it.the centres will available in every metro cites. A realistic platform for meta verse that links the virtual
and the real. Due to the wealth and poverty disparities, some people travel, but most people do not.
Were still looking for a distinctive travel metaverse. Those who find it impossible to travel can explore the
places of their own wish. The Metaverse has shown potential in empowering tourism, but the Metaverse
is not a “shortcut” to revive and develop tourism. On the contrary, the Metaverse will put forward higher
requirements for landscape construction and content production in the tourism industry, and it will also
need to increase investment on the technical level. HAPTIC SUITS: The VR haptic suit is one of the most
fascinating technological advancements in the virtual

9. Concept &
Objective

Tourism with Meta verse and our main objective is to create a new revolution in tourism industry. We are
going to provide a risk free tourism for every one without disparities.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

This idea can be applicable in metropolitan cities and it is very helpful for differently abled persons and
also people who love to try something different and unique. As it provides a new experience minimum 40
percentage of the people will try this. So we can earn in every season. We also have some business
techniques (briefly in pdf) to promote this idea.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As it is very new, many of the people will wish to try it once. So most of the people will try it and this
make a great promotion for our idea. Many of the differently challanged persons will surely try it.

12. Uploaded
Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010565

1. Name THIYANESHWAR ASHOKA N

2. Email Id thangasubha1@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9087591235

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Solar powered pyrolyzer with novel fin attachments

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Pyrolysis experimentation was carried out with waste tire scraps on both thermal degradation methods
and catalytic conversion (M Sand, TiO2 and Al2O3). The results were compared and published in
reputed SCI Indexed journal. The hard copy of journal is attached along with this proposal. The results
indicated that M Sand provided the better oil yield than other two catalyst and thermal degradation. But,
in order to selectivity, TiO2 provided the good quality of oil than others. The proposed reactor is made
with mild steel with dimension of 300 mm internal diameter and 600mm height. The total volume of
reactor is 0.04239 m3, which can have intake of 8 kg mixedplastics approximately. The copper coil was
wounded with capacity of 2.5 kW and connected with PID controller. The K type thermocouple was fixed
in reactor for measuring temperature. Also mild steel horizontal counter flow condenser was attached
with react reaction temperature was fixed between 360°C to 450°C with atmosphere pressure. Along with
this, 11.5kW solar concentric collector will be fitted with internally distributed fins refer figure 2 and figure
3. The stretched membrane is used for making the solar collector. This collector can provide the
temperature around 210to 225°C. And that will be distributed to the plastic waste in the reactor through
fins. The total residence time of thermal degradation is from 90 minutes to 120 minutes based on the
different categories of plastic wastes.

9. Concept &
Objective

The main aim of the project is to convert the waste plastics into fuel oil by solar power pyrolysis with
reduced convention cost.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The most used existing method of oil extraction is pyrolysis process. It is nothing but adding of heat in
absence of oxygen, here it follows either thermal pyrolysis or catalyst pyrolysis. In both methods, the
addition of heat is done by either burning or through electrical heater. The pyrolysis process is carried out
the temperature between 340°C and 600°. Moreover, utilization of high grade energy for waste disposal
can increase the process cost. The photograph of existing pyrolysis setup is given in figure 1. The
reactor made with mild steel has dimension of 160 mm diameter and 300mm height. The copper coil was
wounded with capacity of 2.5 kW and connected with PID controller. The K type thermocouple was fixed
in reactor for measuring temperature. Also mild steel horizontal counter flow condenser was attached
with reactor. The optimized reaction temperature was fixed between 360°C to 450°C with atmosphere
pressure.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

The world generates 2.01 billion tonnes of municipal solid waste annually, so we convert it into fuel by
using Pyrolysis method with convention cost.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN009497

1. Name VIJAYARAGHAVAN P

2. Email Id raghavankavi54@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8610556541

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District PERAMBALUR

6. Idea Theme Waste to Wealth creation, Circular solutions & waste management

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON CONCRETE WITH MINERAL ADMIXTURES

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

Ground nut shell and Eggshell ash was partially replaced in concrete. These two materials are waste
materials from the agricultural waste. Thus, the possible use of house waste and industrial waste will
considerably reduce the cost of construction and as well as reduce or eliminate the environmental waste.

9. Concept &
Objective

The main objective of this proposal is creative reuse of waste materials. The process of transforming
waste materials, by-products and unwanted products into new materials or products of better quality and
environmental value, while retaining the characteristics of the original material.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The continuous increase in the price of Portland cement is attributed to the inefficient production rate of
the raw materials when compared with the demand rate in the construction industries. Due to increasing
industrial and agricultural activities, tons of waste materials are deposited in the environment with a little
effective method of waste managing or recycling. Wastes are minimized and it is converted in to ash then
it will be used in concrete based on the theme of 3R principle. This concept will introduce in construction.
Energy and water costs are a prime concern for manufacturers. It will attract New Customers. This will be
cost effective.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size - Urban and rural areas Market growth rate - Based on the increasing rate of construction
materials such as cement and sand. Profitability - Nearly 50 of will be reduced compared with normal
conventional concrete. Product and Consumer type - It used in construction industries
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Proposal
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011255

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Digital Agriculture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Design and Development of Pesticide and Compost spraying system Drone

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

1. Design of spraying system for reducing Insect/Pest to various agricultural system. 2. Automation work.

9. Concept &
Objective

To design and implementation of Insecticide and Pesticide spraying system using automation drone

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

The product can be used in advanced agricultural area and it can be increase growth of Agricultural
System.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size is based on Defining the market, determining approach, area Selection using GPS, Sensor
Testing and Data analysis. Market growth rate of the system used for rental Rs.100/Sqfeet/ litre of
pesticide. Profitability of the Drones Can Lift It to Profitability. Product and Consumer type is based on
Portable and IoT Pesticide spraying system. 7.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010585

1. Name TAMIL SELVAN M

2. Email Id tamilselvanm2020ai@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9600823580

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District MADURAI

6. Idea Theme Sustainable fashion

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Shoes for Sportspersons

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This project can analyze and enhance athletes training using artificial intelligence. It monitors activity and
gives live suggestions through notifications on smartwatches and phones. It generates health reports by
monitoring day to day activities of the user.

9. Concept &
Objective

Every sportsman is using shoes in the current scenario. In this digital era, people are preferring smart
shoes to track their performance. For a one-day race, sportspersons are being trained for years and
every millisecond is more important in athletics. To assist the sportsperson, smart sports shoe is
proposed through which the person can monitor their performance.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

? Athletics training ? Sports Coaching

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

A software is developed to track the person’s daily stats using a combination of artificial intelligence
technologies to help the sportsperson to know about the details of their daily workout. The sensor device
in the shoe will send information to the software which will store all the physical information about the
athlete. The data stored in the system will be analyzed to predict the future possible training needed for
them
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN011069

1. Name jagannath S

2. Email Id jagannaths2020csbs@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9585323427

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Eco-friendly & Sustainable furniture

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

Smart Window Automation with messenger app(bot)

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

This report is about designing an auto close window device which changes the discomforts associated
with the normal residential or commercial window method for a long period of time and even now people
still go towards the window to shut down when the rain. Owing so that the efforts put into the project is
design a new invention of auto close window for business purpose.

9. Concept &
Objective

• Should use less energy. • Should be easy to setup and use. • Continuous care should be taken on the
machine. • Cleaning the machine should be cheap and easy. • Safe working conditions.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

• Home Automation • Remote Control • Security Based • Cloud Based System

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

As all the people in the family goes to work nowadays we may forget to close the window in house also
when we are out of home we may forget to close the window. In that situation it is very helpful that we
can operate the window to close or open the window with messenger. So, the market may need this
project and it is also user friendly even child can control the device.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012729

1. Name THULASIDHARAN B

2. Email Id thulasidharanb26@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 9080258201

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme Supply Chain Management Solutions

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

AUTOMATED BILLING SYSTEM WITH VOICE BASED RESPONDER FOR DIVYANGJAN

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The distinctive feature of our project is voice interaction. After each consumer input, stock levels are
automatically updated. Based on each customers purchase, the products quantities will continue to
decline. Every product has a limit that can be established. Variable buy-and-sell limits were implemented
to deal with the excessive stock level issue. The quantity management team will be informed if the
products quantities fall below the threshold. Because of overstocking, the stock has to be reduced. They
can also alter the products amount. By adjusting the cost, there will be a level of supply that will meet the
actual demand.

9. Concept &
Objective

It is a voice-activated assistant that will voice-bill the grocery products automatically. The customer didn’t
need to approach to personnel. The device checks whether the corresponding codes are matched, that
is if what the customer says matches what’s recorded in the server. Customers can readily inform this
system of their requests. First it’s an instruction to check if what the customer has requested is matched.
Additionally, it would make it possible for the supermarket employees to manage the product quantities
that are offered in their store.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

Our project is quite significant in huge grocery stores and mega marketplaces. The major markets, in
particular, make our work much more intriguing. And this enhances supply chain managements overall
health. Based on the data given to the software, we can use it for any kind of businesses or malls. What
kind of product we are providing to the clients can be determined.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Demand for Human always be a major challenge. An intricate plan to meet this challenge should take
into consideration the innovation. After buying a thing, clients will be uncomfortable to browse the stores
and contact with staff members, which will make them even more unhappy. Another difficult issue is to
design the plan that could be helpful in demand for Human. The management of inventory, also known
as stock handling, is extremely challenging for supermarket employees in todays markets. The many
kinds of items make it possible for managers to manipulate prices in this context.
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN010728

1. Name MEIVEL S

2. Email Id meivels.ece@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 9003713212

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed idea/innovation Design and Development of Wall paint spraying Controller using Automation Drone.

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness of the
innovation

we Designed the Gem powder and paint spraying system to Automation work.

9. Concept & Objective To design and implementation of Wall paint Spraying System using Automation Drone

10. Specify the potential areas of
application in industry/market in
brief

1. Paint Industries and manufacturers. 2. Design of Building Architecture using differenct
Colours of painting.

11. Briefly provide the market
potential of idea/innovation

i. Defining the market, ii. determining approach, iii. area Selection using GPS, iv. Sensor
Testing and Data analysis V. Free services to assembling and testing the system
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN013284

1. Name Vishwa B

2. Email Id vishwab002@gmail.com

3. Mobile Number 8056983575

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District KARUR

6. Idea Theme E-vehicles

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

SHUTDOWN THE FIRE IN EBIKES.

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

The major problem with lithium-ion batteries is that they can go into what’s called “Thermal Runaway”.
And some common reason electrical overload, mechanical damage . Lithium-ion batteries have their
cathode and anode separated by an extremely thin polyethylene barrier. If this polyethylene barrier is
damaged, a short circuit occurs, which results in the materials inside the cell starting to decompose.
These decomposition reactions are exothermic, which is why the battery temperature quickly rises to the
melting point of the metallic lithium, causing a violent self-heating chain reaction.We need to avoid it by
technically and physically. 1. By using custom fire extinguisher box. 2. Like thermal sensor for watching
battery heat. 3. To build a new custom battery body it act as wire extinguisher.

9. Concept &
Objective

In ebikes fire explostion cause a human death causes in somearea in India.It could be reduce by
shutdown the fire suddenly by using the fire extinguisher box .it was work by the mono ammonium
phosphate powder it was eco friendly component.if the battery is start to fire the box which was filled with
mono ammonium phosphate powder and attched nozzles.In that nozzles the mono ammonium
phosphate powder will release at the time of firing battery.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

In ebikes fire explostion cause a human death causes in somearea in India.It could be reduce by
shutdown the fire suddenly by using the fire extinguisher box .it was work by the mono ammonium
phosphate powder it was eco friendly component.if the battery is start to fire the box which was filled with
mono ammonium phosphate powder and attched nozzles.In that nozzles the mono ammonium
phosphate powder will release at the time of firing battery.

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size 49.7billion Market growth rate 10.2 Profitability 12 Product and Consumer type Electric bike
fire prevention
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Reference No. :-     INC22BTN012935

1. Name KANIYAMUDHAN Y

2. Email Id 927621bad020@mkce.ac.in

3. Mobile Number 6374172911

4. State TAMIL NADU

5.District NAMAKKAL

6. Idea Theme Safety in Transportation & Industry

7. Title of proposed
idea/innovation

V-Tracking chip

8. Briefly explain
newness/uniqueness
of the innovation

?To monitoring the vehicles is reached 15 years that intimate automatically to the RTO sectors. ?We
stored the documentation of vehicle ,Registration Card(RC Book ),etc in the small and smart chip that all
stored in the RFID card ,while in checkpost they scan in fraction of Seconds and same time if there is no
need for scanning means switch off the reputed chip for some times for personal securities.

9. Concept &
Objective

?In current days , tampered proof registered sticker will placed in vehicles number plates for gathering
details about there vehicle. ?Automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) is a technology that uses
optical character recognition on image to read vehicle registration plates. Automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) can be used to store the images captured by the cameras as well as the text from
the license plate. ?Instant of these ,Here work not for camera..only use of RFID scanning system ,Active
RFID systems typically operate in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band and offer a range of up to 100 m.
So it’s plays an major roal to reduce the time and be genuine .Vehicles can be checked in and out of the
depot automatically without the need for an attendant to be present to grant access or log arrivals and
departures. ?To monitoring the vehicles is reached 15 years that intimate automatically to the RTO
sectors. ?We stored the documentation of vehicle ,Registration Card(RC Book ),etc in the small and
smart chip that all stored in the RFID card ,while in checkpost they scan in fraction of Seconds and same
time if there is no need for scanning means switch off the reputed chip for some times for personal
securities. ?There is an similar competitors for these system.

10. Specify the
potential areas of
application in
industry/market in
brief

1)Military and the Defense Industry 2)Special Events 3)Necessary Infrastructure 4)Mass Transit
Scenarios 5)By Law Enforcement 6) Normal areas

11. Briefly provide
the market potential
of idea/innovation

Market Size The global RFID market size was valued at 10.41 billion in 2020, and is projected to reach
25.47 billion by 2030, registering a CAGR of 9.6 from 2021 to 2030. Market growth rate The global RFID
market size was valued at 10.41 billion in 2020, and is projected to reach 25.47 billion by 2030,
registering a CAGR of 9.6 from 2021 to 2030. Profitability An RFID implementation in vehicles could cost
as little as ten thousand dollars for a small, well defined project or hundreds of thousands of dollars—if
youre trying to outfit a large, Product and Consumer type Three of the most popular reasons to use RFID
with vehicles are access control, vehicle identification, and vehicle tracking.
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SI.No Activity Name Date

1 Workshop on “Entrepreneurship and Innovation as Career Opportunity” 03.12.2021

2 My Story - Motivational Session by Successful Innovators 02.11.2021

3 My Story - Motivational Session by Successful Entrepreneur. 13.01.2022

4 Session on Problem Solving and Ideation Workshop 12.11.2021

5 Exposure and field visit for problem identification 02.12.2021

6 Pitching Event for Ideas Scouted & linkage with Innovation Ambassadors for mentorship support. 13.11.2021

7 Developing Online Repository of Ideas Developed and Wayforward plan 09.02.2022

INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP (IEDC) CELL & INSTITUTION INNOVATION COUNCIL ( IIC)

ACADEMIC YEAR 2021 - 2022  ACTIVITY REPORT


























































